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RÉSUMÉ

Nous proposons l’innovation « TR-NEWS retardée » comme une extension des méthodes TR-NEWS,
issues de la symbiose du retournement temporel (RT) et des méthodes de spectroscopie d’ondes élastiques non linéaires (NEWS), avec principales applications : le contrôle non destructif et l’imagerie
ultrasonore médicale. Nous confirmons expérimentalement les bonnes performances des méthodes TRNEWS pour : (i) des échantillons de composite CFRP aux propriétés dispersives ultrasonores, favorisant ainsi la réverbérabilité de la propagation acoustique ; (ii) des mesures de propriétés non classiques
de la peau porcine par une instrumentation multi-échelles acousto-mécanique. Via les simulations numériques de propagations acoustiques non linéaires dans les CFRP, nous identifions et localisons les
sources locales de défauts et de micro-endommagements. Elles valident l’identification d’un crack
unique proche de la zone de focalisation. La nonlinéarité supposée de type contact acoustique, mesurée
par « TR-NEWS retardée » et comparée aux techniques classiques d’inversion d’impulsion utilisées
en imagerie médicale, permet une identification préservant la représentation temporelle de l’information. Ainsi, ce système d’instrumentation acousto-mécanique envisage la mesure de paramètres multiéchelles de nonlinéarité des tissus biologiques via les paramètres de Preisach–Mayergoyz permettant
de décrire leur vieillissement. Le chargement basse fréquence uniaxial synchronisé aux caractérisations ultrasonores haute fréquence (5 MHz) via « TR-NEWS retardée » suggère une nouvelle classe de
dispositifs dotée d’une perspective de multimodalité dédiée à l’imagerie ultrasonore non invasive des
propriétés biomécaniques des organismes vivants.
Mots-clés: ultrasons, traitement du signal, biomatériaux, CFRP, simulations numériques, Contrôle Non
Destructif, TR-NEWS
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Introduction
Ultrasonic Nondestructive Testing (NDT) and medical diagnostics are cost-effective
analysis methods, where the most common applications are finding defects in industrial components and conducting imaging for medical diagnostics. In simplest
applications, an ultrasonic wave is propagated in a medium and received from the
same transducer to listen for echoes (pulse-echo technique). Alternatively it can be
received by another transducer on the opposite side, listening for passed sound intensity and time of flight (pitch-catch technique) [38].
Recent developments have increased the signal processing capabilities of ultrasonic NDT equipment. Large effort has been devoted to increasing the imaging quality and developing user-friendly ways to get 2D and 3D images. The improved imaging often makes use of advanced transducer principles, such as phase-shifted arrays
and laser vibrometers for measuring the ultrasonic wave in the test object. However,
the NDT technology still largely uses the assumption of linear wave motion, because
in ultrasonic measurements the energy levels are usually too low to measure nonlinearities. It is difficult to introduce waves of sufficiently large amplitude into a test
material to ‘activate’ the nonlinear effects of wave propagation in order to make them
strong enough to be measured. Additionally, as the mechanical properties of nonlinear materials are more difficult to characterise than those of linear materials, most
applications in NDT and medical diagnostics still assume linear materials.
In linear measurements, there is a trade-off between the acquired resolution and
the penetration depth of ultrasonic imaging. Analysis of nonlinear effects could allow
detecting defects that are smaller than the wavelength of the ultrasound. Most industrial materials are stiff and linear when not damaged. For example, Carbon Fibre
Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) is linear up to very high stresses and strains, unattainable by ultrasonic testing [50] and would require stresses of destructive testing magnitude for the nonlinearities to become apparent. However, the presence of microdamage could be detected by considering its nonlinear effects on ultrasonic wave
propagation. Biological tissues can also be nonlinear, hysteretic, and viscoelastic, so
their ultrasonic investigation requires consideration of nonlinear effects [14, 48]. The
same applies to many natural materials, for example rocks [27]. Often the damage
is small-scale (less than ultrasonic wavelength) and distributed. Instead of relying on
the more expensive X-ray tomography methods to detect these defects, the ultrasonic
NDT could be extended to analyse the nonlinear effects of this kind of damage. Many
types of defects in damaged materials can act as sources of nonlinearity for ultrasonic
waves. Therefore the attention has recently shifted to using more advanced excitations and signal processing methods in ultrasonics in order to investigate damaged
complex media, such as carbon fibre composites or biological tissues, for nonlinear
effects.
For complex materials, various Nonlinear Elastic Wave Spectroscopy (NEWS)
methods have been proposed [23, 58, 64, 65]. Time Reversal (TR) based methods
13

allow the use of long signal lengths and any number of transmitters to introduce a
wave focusing into the medium [16, 19, 21, 22, 59], making it possible to create a
signal with a higher power level and a better Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for investigating the nonlinearities in the material. Using TR with NEWS (TR-NEWS) helps
to potentially amplify signal strength and increase the SNR in the location of damage
or nonlinearities of the material [8, 24, 47, 63].
This thesis is organised as follows. Section 1 gives an overview of nonlinear ultrasonic testing. Section 2 introduces the main signal processing method used here—
the delayed TR-NEWS—developed for the ultrasonic experiments and simulations of
this thesis. Section 3 is devoted to the nonlinear ultrasonic NDT of complex materials
by using as an example a CFRP block that could have delamination or microcracking
damage creating nonlinear effects in the ultrasonic wave propagation. The ultrasonic
characterisation of biological tissues is discussed in Section 4, using an example of
an ex vivo porcine skin sample for the measurement of nonlinear mechanical parameters. Conclusions can be found in Section 5.
The main contribution of this thesis is the introduction of a novel delayed TRNEWS signal processing method, that can be used in nonlinearity analysis of simulations and experiments of complex industrial materials and in medical diagnostics.
The goal is to detect material damage and nonlinear effects.
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1

Background, motivation, and goals

In recent years there has been a considerable development of nonlinear ultrasonic
NDT methods. It has been driven by the need for early defect detection in complex
materials, which are usually difficult to analyse. A multitude of materials can be
tested using ultrasonic NDT with many possible nonlinear description theories and
mechanisms. Consequently, there cannot be a single universal nonlinear ultrasonic
NDT method. This work studies materials with complex structure and uses two materials as examples for analysis: CFRP and skin. The developed methods could be
applied to materials with the same type of structure and mechanical properties. For
example, the methods developed for CFRP can be used for other fibre reinforced
composites and laminates where comparable damage and defects can occur. Similarly, the hysteresis and nonlinearity measurement of skin could be used for other
artificial and natural materials exhibiting the same type of multiscale elasticity properties.
Today CFRP is seeing increasing usage in industry. Having been in the past
an expensive and high-tech material reserved for non-structural parts of aeronautical
components, it is now also used for load-bearing purposes and also in automotive and
civil engineering. Its advantage of low weight and high strength is often countered by
its high cost and structural complexity, making ultrasonic NDT needed but difficult.
Above all, NDT analysis is needed when CFRP is used in critical components, to
decrease the probability of catastrophic failure due to one of its many complex failure
mechanisms. These include microcracking and delamination.
The inhomogeneous composition of CFRP makes it difficult to conduct ultrasonic
NDT. For example, the CFRP block used in the physical experiments of this thesis
is composed of 144 layers of carbon fibre cloth, stacked in 45◦ alternating direction,
glued with epoxy. The resulting block is lightweight and strong but difficult for the
ultrasonic waves to penetrate. Even though the wavelength is larger than most of the
inhomogeneities, the wave still ‘feels’ the underlying microstructure in terms of dispersion, dissipation, and complex propagation paths inside the test object. Complex
propagation paths can be beneficial for TR signal processing method, which uses the
internal reflections to create a spatio-temporal focusing of the ultrasonic wave in the
NDT procedure, increasing the SNR [47, 63]. The delayed Time Reversal–Nonlinear
Elastic Wave Spectroscopy (delayed TR-NEWS) is a further development of one of
such procedures and is described in Section 2.
Another part of this thesis is related to the medical diagnostics and material characterisation of biological tissues, such as skin, teeth, and bones, which are nonlinearly
elastic [20] even without defects. Traditionally in the ultrasonic medical diagnostics,
the soft tissues are considered to be linearly elastic and homogeneous, which has
given acceptable results for medical ultrasound. There are, however, many open
problems concerning the determination of mechanical properties of the biological
tissues that need to take nonlinearities into effect. Accurate characterisation of the
15

skin properties could be used in surgery simulations, medical ultrasonic diagnostics,
disease diagnostics, research on skin ageing and damage, and many other problems
in medicine and cosmetics.
All of the materials considered here have considerable microstructure and are
complex, inhomogeneous, and anisotropic. Therefore they require sophisticated analysis methods to fully measure their multiscale properties. This complex task is at the
moment an open problem, solved only partially, mostly by using phenomenological
approaches. Nonlinear NDT methods have recently seen great advances and are becoming practical [32, 37]. The effects of nonlinearity usually considered for NDT
uses are (i) harmonics (e.g. frequency shift, overtones) [62]; (ii) nonlinear dissipation [23]; (iii) scaled subtraction method [58] (also Pulse Inversion (PI)); (iv) symmetry analysis [13]; and (v) nonlinear resonance shift [64]. This thesis has added a
new technique, which uses the breaking of the superposition principle to detect the
nonlinear effects. It is described in Section 3.4.4.
1.1

Classical and nonclassical nonlinearity

Load-bearing materials usually act linearly in their working configuration and even
more so in case of relatively small strains of ultrasonic testing. In biological tissues, nonlinear effects can exhibit themselves at smaller strains but are nevertheless
difficult to detect in ultrasonic testing. It is unlikely to create a strain large enough
to activate classical nonlinear elasticity (where the elastic energy is a quadratic and
cubic function of strain [36]). In contrast, the nonclassical nonlinearity includes nonlinear effects from other causes [7, 56]: memory effects, interfaces, structural inhomogeneities, defects, etc. The nonclassical nonlinearity can also be only local.
Despite the complex microstructure and high levels of dispersion and dissipation, an undamaged CFRP block is still highly linear, when considering stress and
strain levels possible with an ultrasonic wave. In Publication I we investigated the
classical versus nonclassical nonlinearity in the layered 1D simulation of the CFRP
at ultrasonic power levels. We showed that it is not realistic to detect the classical
nonlinearity in CFRP using normal ultrasonic NDT power levels. However, a simple
and small nonclassical nonlinearity of the mechanical diode type could be detected.
It is known as ‘Contact Acoustic Nonlinearity’ (CAN) [7, 57]. Publication V uses
a 2D linear layered Finite Element Method (FEM) model of CFRP that has a single
CAN defect in order to detect its nonlinearity using different approaches.
A single CAN is relatively simple to simulate and analyse, but there is usually
a distribution of defects with different sizes and angles, such as general microcracking of CFRP. Preisach–Mayergoyz (PM) hysteresis [1] is able to model this kind of
distributed CAN damage [26, 34]. It includes losses and also enables introduction
of the material nonlinearity [4, 22, 30]. The PM hysteresis model has been used for
sandstone [28, 29] and later also for various other multiscale materials exhibiting
16

nonclassical nonlinearity [52, 54]: teeth, skin, etc. Hysteresis has several characteristic properties, such as congruency and wiping-out property, but it can mostly
be described by the statistical distribution of hysteresis elements forming the PM
space [45]. The distribution determines the hysteresis drawn by a loading path. Since
the parameter space is large, advanced computational methods need to be used for
materials characterisation from experimental data [35].
An acoustomechanical automated testing equipment has been built within the
context of this thesis and is described in Section 4. It allows exciting the multiscale hysteresis of a skin sample ex vivo by using automated routines and enables
measuring the statistical properties of the test sample for future integration into the
characterisation of the material.
1.2

Statement of the problem

Traditional linear ultrasonic NDT methods are well established and in active development in fields of transducer technology, beamforming, and signal processing.
Nevertheless, they have several shortcomings for specialised applications. Complex
test object geometry (size, contour, surface roughness, geometrical complexity, and
discontinuities) and coarse internal structure (grain size, porosity, inclusions, or dispersed precipitates) can yield marginal or unsatisfactory results [2].
The main goals of this thesis are, using experimental and numerical methods, to
investigate
• the feasibility of using nonlinear effects in NDT for the characterisation of
complex materials such as composites and biological tissues;
• the novel delayed TR-NEWS signal processing method that enables detection
of the nonlinear effects;
• CAN and hysteresis nonlinearities as possible defect models for complex materials, such as composites and biological tissues.
Résumé
Dans ce chapitre, nous décrivons les méthodes classiques de tests ultrasonores basés
sur le principe de propagation acoustique non linéaire dans les milieux biologiques
complexes ou les composites CFRP. Nous rappelons les hypothèses du comportement hystérétique des défauts et leurs propriétés multi-échelles comme étant à la
base de l’origine de leur dégradation et/ou de leur vieillissement. Nous introduisons
quelques propriétés des CFRP et décrivons l’importance de la prise en compte de
la complexité des propriétés mécaniques des tissus biologiques. Après avoir décrit
quelques méthodes de traitement du signal nécessaires à l’extraction des signatures
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non linéaires, nous présentons dans la partie 1.1 les concepts de nonlinéarités classiques et non classiques. Dans la partie 1.2, les hypothèses fondamentales de l’étude
sont argumentées et sont associées à la genèse de la mise en œuvre de la méthode
TR-NEWS retardée.
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2

Time reversal signal processing methods

Linear ultrasonic NDT methods are reliable and affordable in most industrial and
medical applications, but for complex materials can yield poor results due to scattering, inhomogeneity, and nonlinearity of the material. This section describes a novel
delayed TR-NEWS signal processing method, which improves the SNR and imaging
quality, uses internal reflections of a complex material as an advantage, and allows
analysis of nonlinear defects smaller than the ultrasonic wavelength. The development of this method was one of the main goals of this thesis.
The TR based methods create or improve the ultrasonic signal focusing and enhance the signal quality. They are modern techniques (in NDT) with applications also
in communication, acoustics, and seismic imaging. In most applications TR works
extremely well regardless of numerous mode conversions in reverberant media. A
traditional and well-known TR method uses a Time Reversal Mirror using a 1D or
2D transducer array. A pulse is sent toward a defect from each transducer, and the
time delay of the echo is recorded. Upon time reversing the echo delay, it is possible
to focus on the echoing defect [19]. No a priori knowledge of the geometry of the
test object is needed.
It is possible to use a single transducer instead of an array for TR focusing [16,
21]. A reverberant medium is excited by a short pulse (triangular, tone burst, etc.)
from a single source at point A. The signal recorded at point B contains the initial
arrival of the signal (main peak) and additionally the reverberation of the medium as
the chaotic signal after the main pulse (coda). The coda contains information about
the scatterers in the medium, since it has travelled through the object by various
indirect propagation paths and reflections [18]. Time-reversing and re-sending the
captured signal yields a focused wave at point B. Since the signal is sent from A to
B for both passes, it is also called ‘reciprocal TR’ [63]. Therefore it is possible to
use non-contact measurement equipment, such as a laser vibrometer, on point B. Its
advantages include pointlike measurement, no coupling effects, flat and broadband
response, and the possibility of automatically scanning the surface of the object [59].
The initial sent pulse should be a short excitation and the reception time window
should be comparatively long to account for all of the reflections. This method amplifies the signal of the focused pulse because the arrivals of a long second excitation
are compressed to a single focusing peak. The quality of the focusing, amplification,
and SNR depends on the ergodicity of the material and on the length and bandwidth
of the excitation.
In this thesis a further development of TR is used. The initial signal of singlechannel TR can be optimised: a chirp (frequency sweep) signal can be used instead of
the short pulse. The concept is similar to the pulse compression method known in the
RADAR and SONAR technologies [17]. Because of the long duration of the excitation, the received signal must be cross-correlated with the excitation to reveal the true
scattering information of the medium, which can then be time-reversed and retrans19

mitted to create the spatio-temporal focusing [6, 15]. The cross-correlation enables
a wide range of broadband initial excitation signals to be used for TR, which can be
optimised according to the equipment or material at hand. Its further development—
delayed TR-NEWS—is the signal processing method used in this thesis to optimise
the focusing and to detect nonlinearities and is one of the key results.
2.1

TR-NEWS signal processing

The TR-NEWS signal processing method solves two problems of ultrasonic NDT
testing of complex materials (geometry, structure, etc.) that might have nonlinearities:
• Complex materials can exhibit scattering and multipath wave propagation, so
receiving a clear ultrasonic image is difficult.
• Nonlinearities mostly require some minimum power level to activate. At sufficiently small strain levels, most materials act linearly, while with large strain
they mostly act nonlinearly. Ultrasonic NDT testing equipment and medical
diagnostics equipment are very limited in terms of transmitted wave power.
The TR-NEWS finds advantage in increased scattering of waves from the microstructure and heterogeneous inclusions of the material. This advantage is most prominent
in materials with low attenuation [59].
For the signal focusing, the method uses two transmission passes and altogether
four separate signal processing steps. Both transmissions are sent from the same
transducer. The four signal processing steps can be summarised as follows:
Transmission of the broadband initial signal. This could be a short impulse, but
in this thesis the linear chirp signal, which can have more power, is used:
c(t) = A · sin (ψ(t)) .

(1)



2
Here the instantaneous phase is ψ(t) = 2π f0t + ( f1 −2t1f0 )t ; the start and the
end frequencies and the end time are respectively f0 , f1 , and t1 = T /2; and
T is the recording duration of the received signal (TR window length). The
recorded signal (chirp-coded coda response [14]) can be written as
y(t) = h(t) ∗ c(t) =

Z

R

h(t − t 0 )c(t 0 )dt 0 ,

(2)

where h(t) is regarded as the (unknown) impulse response (Green’s function)
of the medium.
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Cross-correlation of the sent and received signals. In RADAR and SONAR signal processing, this step is known as pulse compression [17]. In an ideal transmission, the received signal is the same as the transmitted signal y(t) = c(t).
Since the autocorrelation of a chirp is an impulse signal Γc (t) = c(t) ∗ c(T −
t) = δ (t − T ), then in case of reflectionless transmission, the cross-correlation
gives an impulse signal at the time-of-flight time delay. In case of reflections,
the corresponding additional delays and amplitudes are contained in the crosscorrelation
Γ(t) =

Z

∆t

y(t − t 0 )c(t 0 )dt 0 ' h(t) ∗ c(t) ∗ c(T − t),

(3)

where ∆t is the time window of the correlation. Therefore, in general the crosscorrelation in TR-NEWS is proportional to the impulse response of the medium
Γ(t) ∼ h(t).
Time-reversal of the correlation. Since Γ is proportional to the impulse response
of the medium, it should contain information about the reflections and scattering of the wave propagation. Therefore propagating its time reversed version
Γ(T − t) should cancel out the delays between different propagation paths and
scattering elements in the test object.
Transmission of the time-reversed correlation. The time-reversed cross-correlation
is used as a new input for the second pass of the wave propagation. It is important that the test configuration (material properties, transducer placement, etc.)
remains the same throughout all of these steps. The transmission of Γ(T − t)
creates the recognisable focused impulse signal with symmetrical sidelobes at
the focal point of the receiver:
yTR (t) = Γ(T − t) ∗ h(t) ∼ δ (t − T /2),

(4)

where yTR ∼ δ (t − T /2) is the signal focused by TR under the receiving transducer.
These signal processing steps are illustrated in Fig. 1. Using these steps and
initial broadband signal c(t) results in a spatio-temporally focused impulse signal
yTR (t) under the receiving transducer or vibrometer. The material or experiment configuration need not be known in advance, but must remain constant throughout both
transmission passes. The resulting signal has an increased amplitude due to pulse
compression from the broadband signal of length ∆t to one sharp impulse focusing.
Correspondingly, the SNR is also increased. Therefore this method is advantageous
for activating and analysing material nonlinearities using various NEWS methods.
Various NEWS methods that can be used with TR exist. The power amplification
property of the described TR method makes it possible to potentially activate the nonlinearities and defects that are otherwise hidden. Many methods have been developed
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Figure 1 – TR-NEWS virtual transducer concept: (1) the initial broadband excitation
Tx (t) propagates in a medium; (2) additional echoes from interfaces and scatterers as
(2)
new virtual sources Tx ; (3) time reversal; (4) response yTR (t) with a spatio-temporal
focusing at z = 0; y = 0; t = t f and symmetric sidelobes with respect to the focusing.
Figure from [42].
for nonlinearity detection, which can also be used with this signal processing method.
The broadband excitation of the chirp signal provides an opportunity to analyse the
spectral content of the resulting focusing for the generation of additional harmonics
from the possibly sub-wavelength defects [65]. It is possible to use the scaling subtraction method [5, 55], Pulse Inversion (PI) [14] and its modified form Excitation
Symmetry Analysis Method (ESAM) [13] among many others [60].
2.2

Delayed TR-NEWS signal processing

The delayed TR-NEWS signal processing [15] is a further development of TR-NEWS,
which allows the manipulation of the focused wave shape. Its first experimental and
simulation results in CFRP were presented in Publication II, where various signal
optimisation possibilities were demonstrated. The delayed TR-NEWS optimisation
relies on the single impulse signal focusing of the TR-NEWS, which is used as a new
basis for generating an arbitrary wave envelope by scaling and overlaying several
focused signals with some temporal offset. As delayed TR-NEWS is able to create
an arbitrary arrival and interaction of the focused impulse signals, new applications,
described in this Section, become possible.
The concept of delayed TR-NEWS is the following: if transmitting one time
reversed cross-correlation Γ(T − t) results in a single focused peak yT R (t), then
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transmitting a superposition of several scaled (ai ) and delayed (τi ) cross-correlations
should generate a collection of focused peaks with the same scaling and delay values (ai · yT R (t − τi )), if linear superposition holds. The superposition of scaled and
delayed cross-correlations can be described as
n

n

i=0

i=0

Γs (T − t) = ∑ ai Γ(T − t + τi ) = ∑ ai Γ(T − t + i∆τ),

(5)

where ai is the i-th amplitude coefficient and τi is the i-th time delay. In case of
uniform time delay, ∆τ is the time delay between samples. Upon propagating this
Γs (T −t) through a medium according to the last step of TR-NEWS, a delayed scaled
shape of the signal at the focusing point can be created. As an example, creating a
superposition of two cross-correlations, where the second one is scaled and delayed,
and its resulting focusings are illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2 – Delayed TR-NEWS steps. Left column: superposition of crosscorrelations. Right column: superposition of focused waves. (1) Cross-correlation
(Eq. (3)); (2) delayed and scaled cross-correlation; (3) linear superposition of two
cross-correlations (Eq. (5)), which becomes the new excitation; (4) focusing (Eq. (4));
(5) delayed and scaled focusing; (6) linear superposition of the two focusing peaks
(Eq. (6)).
It is possible to predict the value of the delayed TR-NEWS focusing in linear, undamaged material by the linear superposition of single focusing. The corresponding
delays τi and amplitudes ai are applied for superpositioning the scaled and delayed
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versions of a single TR-NEWS focused signal (Fig. 2 right column):

ydTR (t) =

"

#

∑ ai Γc (T − t + τi )
i

∗ h(t)

linearity

======

= ∑ ai Γc (T − t + τi ) ∗ h(t) = ∑ ai yTR (t − τi ). (6)
i

i

This prediction ydTR allows finding the optimal delay and amplification parameters for delayed TR-NEWS before transmitting the ultrasound for the measurement
pass. In experiments with undamaged CFRP (Publication II), the prediction was
accurate up to the noise level. Furthermore, since the prediction relies on linear superposition, it should only work in undamaged material. Therefore the difference between the prediction and the actual measured result of the delayed TR-NEWS could
indicate the presence of a nonlinearity, for example damage or a defect. This is discussed further in Section 3.4.4.
In conclusion, the delayed TR-NEWS measurement usually requires three wave
propagation passes. The first two passes are for the full TR-NEWS measurement,
yielding the correlation and focused wave signals. Then the single focusing can be
used for the prediction and fine-tuning of the delay τi and amplitude ai values in
Eq. (6), which are then applied to delay and scale the correlation data in Eq. (5). The
third pass is the propagation of the delayed and scaled superposition of correlations,
yielding the delayed TR-NEWS measurement, which can be compared to the prediction to see if the linear superposition holds. The second pass of the TR-NEWS can
be skipped if the prediction Eq. (6) is not used.
2.3

Summary

TR-NEWS is a signal processing method that enables the use of a single channel
transducer system to create a spatio-temporal focusing in the test medium by taking
advantage of its complex internal structure, scattering and internal reflections. The
focused wave has more power and a better SNR, making it possible to potentially
activate local nonlinearities in the test object and to detect them using various NEWS
methods.
A novel signal processing method—delayed TR-NEWS—has been developed
based on the known TR-NEWS method. Delayed TR-NEWS opens new possibilities
in the focused signal modification for various goals: sidelobe reduction, focusing
optimisation (arbitrary wave envelope), spectral content modification and analysis.
Due to its accurate prediction in linear, undamaged materials, this method can be
also used as a nonlinearity detection measure, where baseline measurements are not
needed.
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Résumé
Ce chapitre présente l’historique du développement des outils de traitement du signal
qui ont été nécessaires à l’élaboration de la méthode de renversement temporel non
linéaire. L’importance de la prise en compte de la complexité du milieu à imager,
de la présence de conversion de modes complexes, et des multiples échos est considéré comme une plus-value pour l’efficacité des méthodes de retournement temporel
et constitue un avantage pour la focalisation des ondes et de l’activation des nonlinéarités. Dans la partie 2.1, le traitement du signal est décrit mettant en exergue les
avantages de la compression d’impulsion associée l’inversion d’impulsion. La partie 2.2 est, quant à elle, dédiée à la méthode TR-NEWS retardée développée dans le
cadre de cette thèse.
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3

Ultrasonic NDT of complex materials

Industrial materials are generally designed to work in the linear and small deformation regime, making the measurement of classical nonlinearity difficult. However,
nonclassical nonlinearity can arise in damaged materials that are otherwise linear [3].
Publication I shows by simulations that it is unlikely to measure the classical nonlinearity of undamaged CFRP, but nonclassical nonlinearity arising from defects could
be detected even with the small strains of ultrasonic NDT. The TR-NEWS based
methods are used for analysis of complex materials, as they gain advantage from the
internal reflections and microstructure for the wave focusing. In the previous section a novel signal processing method, delayed TR-NEWS, was introduced. It was
analysed by experiments and simulations for undamaged, linear CFRP.
The following simulations and experiments were conducted to study nonlinear
ultrasonic NDT:
1. 1D Chebyshev pseduospectral simulation in periodic bi-layered CFRP, for understanding which nonlinearities could be detected with the usual ultrasonic
test power levels (Section 3.3);
2. Experiments and 2D FEM simulations of CFRP for validating the delayed TRNEWS signal optimisation methods for various effects in linear and undamaged material (Section 3.4);
3. 2D FEM simulations in CFRP with absorbing boundary conditions and a CAN
type defect, for validating the nonlinearity analysis of delayed TR-NEWS (Section 3.5).
The simulations and experiments were conducted using single channel TR-NEWS
as described in Section 2. Bi-layered aluminium, CFRP sample blocks, and porcine
skin were used as the test media for the validation of the signal processing methods,
damage detection, and material elasticity characterisation developed in this thesis.
This section explains the course of simulations and experiments in developing the
ultrasonic NDT of complex materials in the presence of nonclassical nonlinearities.
It is shown that the delayed TR-NEWS helps to create different optimisations of the
TR-NEWS focusing. Moreover, it offers a new method for detecting nonlinear effects
in NDT.
3.1

Experimental setup

The simplest TR-NEWS ultrasonic NDT setup uses one receiving and one transmitting transducer, like used here, shown in Fig. 3. The test equipment consisted of
Preamplifier: Juvitek TRA-02 (0.02–5 MHz) connected to a computer;
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Amplifier: ENI model A150 (55 dB at 0.3-35 MHz);
Shear wave transducer: Technisonic ABFP-0202-70 (2.25 MHz);
Longitudinal wave transducer: Panametrics V155 (5 MHz).
The special software for driving TRA-02 allowed us to choose excitations and to
correlate, time reverse, and analyse the signals using a graphical interface computer
program. Additional signal processing was done by one-off computer scripts and
programs.

Figure 3 – CFRP block in the test configuration with the transmitting transducer at the side and the receiving
transducer on top. Figure from Publication II.

3.2

Figure 4 – Structure of the CFRP
with the fabric yarns in tight packing
and epoxy filling the voids. Figure
from Publication II.

Numerical simulation model

The structure of CFRP polymer is complex and hierarchical: it is composed of layers
of carbon fibre cloth, which are woven from yarns, which in turn are composed of
individual fibres. Epoxy is between the fibres and has different mechanical properties
(Fig. 4).
A laminate model was used in the simulations because it is less complex than
the actual structure of CFRP. The epoxy and carbon fibre layers alternate and the
anisotropic carbon fibre layers have different directionality of weave. The layers of
the model are homogeneous, but the discontinuity of elasticity properties can introduce dispersion. The laminate model is still simpler for meshing and simulation than
the fully described material. Here the 1D simulation uses fixed thickness layers and
2D simulations use layers of stochastic thicknesses.
The statistical distribution of the yarn sizes was calculated from a close-up image
of the actual composite block. The thicknesses of the layers are proportional to the
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dimensions calculated from the stochastic value function according to the distribution, so they are proportional to the structure size of the CFRP. The layered model
should therefore describe the stochastic structure of the CFRP better than of a simple laminate with uniform layer thicknesses. The computation of the thicknesses is
described in [42]. The model consists of three different types of materials with the
following mechanical properties:
• pure epoxy layer as isotropic material: E = 3.7 GPa, ν = 0.4, ρ = 1200 kg/m3 ;
• composite with fabric at 0/90◦ direction as transversely isotropic material:
E1 = E2 = 70 GPa, G12 = 5 GPa, ν12 = 0.1, ρ = 1600 kg/m3 ;
• composite with fabric at 45◦ /45◦ direction as transversely isotropic material:
E1 = E2 = 20 GPa, G12 = 30 GPa, ν12 = 0.74, ρ = 1600 kg/m3 .
In simulations, all deformations are assumed to be small εkl = 21 (uk,l + ul,k ). The
equations of motion in each piecewise continuous layer are
(
σkl,k + ρ ül = 0 ,
(7)
σkl = σlk ,
where ul is displacement, σkl is stress tensor, ρ is density, dot notation is used for
differentiation, and usual tensor notation and Cartesian coordinates are used.
3.3

Nonclassical nonlinearity for ultrasonic NDT of CFRP

In Publication I, the simulations are conducted on a 1D layered model of 43 mm
thick CFRP composite block, which has classical and nonclassical nonlinearities.
The constitutive equation for the 1D wave propagation is
(

α ≤ 1 if ε ≥ 0,
2
σ = αE ε − β ε ,
(8)
α = 1 if ε < 0.

Here α describes nonclassical nonlinearity, which is similar to a mechanical diode:
the material is weaker in tension than in compression [57], and β describes classical
nonlinearity. In the simulation it is assumed that β = −15 and α = 97% (for ε ≥ 0)
could be realistic values for CFRP [25].
The 1D simulations of wave motion in CFRP use the Chebyshev collocation
method for computation. The solution is approximated at gridpoints by a polynomial, which is easily differentiated. Unlike the finite difference and finite element
methods, the collocation method is global: all the points contribute to the derivatives
of each point. The main advantages of this method are (i) smaller computational cost
due to the smaller number of required gridpoints, and (ii) simplicity of programming
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for nonlinear problems and in case of high spatial derivatives. The Chebyshev polynomial is a good choice for boundary value problems. The clustering of gridpoints
toward the ends of the computational region helps to avoid Runge’s phenomenon,
which causes oscillations in interpolation in case of equispaced interpolation points.
Each layer of the laminate model is treated by a separate polynomial. The polynomials are required to satisfy continuity of the boundary conditions between them.
Publication I investigates the possibility of having a detectable nonlinearity in
CFRP. The effect of the two different types of nonlinearity are analysed. The simulations confirm that when realistic values for the classical nonlinearity β are used, the
nonlinear effect on the wave propagation is negligible. In contrast, even a slight nonclassical nonlinearity has an immediate effect on the propagation of an elastic wave,
because it is zero-centred, in terms of strain, and is activated at any ultrasonic power
level. The excitation length is also modified to study the effect of the dispersion due
to the periodically alternating material layers. If the half-cosine spans 15 pairs of
carbon fibre–epoxy layer pairs, the effect of the layered model will be unnoticeable,
but when it is decreased to 3 pairs, the wave will ‘feel’ the microstructure and cause
dispersion. In case of the half-cosine pulse, the nonclassical nonlinearity can visibly
interact with the dispersion, similarly to the balance of dispersion and nonlinearity in
a solitary wave. The propagation length of the simulated ultrasonic waves was quite
long, as it travelled twice through the 43 mm thickness of the computational model.
In CFRP, which is mechanically highly linear, the nonclassical nonlinear effects
could be caused by microdamage or delamination and be in the form of asymmetrical
stiffness. The nonclassical nonlinearities could probably be detected in real composite materials at ultrasonic power levels whereas classical nonlinearities are too small
to be activated.

3.4

Ultrasonic NDT optimisation by delayed TR-NEWS

In Publication II the physical experiments and FEM simulations of a CFRP block
were used to analyse the applicability of delayed TR-NEWS optimisation for ultrasonic NDT problems. The 2D simulations used a linear, undamaged material model,
programmed using FEniCS [44] package, applying the implicit Newmark’s timestepping algorithm and Dirichlet boundary conditions. Nonlinearities were not introduced, since the CFRP block in these experiments was undamaged, so the simulation
was for linear material, for comparison between the experiments and simulations.
The delayed TR-NEWS allows several different optimisation procedures to finetune the wave focused by TR in order to either (i) modify the focused wave shape;
(ii) amplify the available signal and activate the nonlinearities; (iii) increase the SNR;
or (iv) detect the presence of nonlinear effects (considered in Section 3.4.4).
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3.4.1 Sidelobe reduction
A typical TR-NEWS focusing contains sidelobes, in addition to the focused signal
peak, which in linear and undamaged material should be symmetrical [61]. The sidelobes will always be present due to multiple reflections passing over the signal injection point after the end of the initial signal [16]. The decrease of the sidelobes could
allow for increased SNR in applications where just the single delta-peak is needed.
This optimisation is based on overlaying the sidelobes of the original TR-NEWS
focused signal by the delayed and advanced copies of the signal with matching negative amplitudes to the sidelobe amplitude. This works well, since the frequency of the
sidelobe usually matches quite well the main peak. The principle of this operation is
illustrated in Fig. 5.
Rx
(1)

t

Rx
(2)

t

Rx
(3)

t

Rx
(4)

t

Figure 5 – Scheme of the sidelobe reduction using delayed TR-NEWS: (1) initial yTR
focusing with sidelobes (Eq. (4)); (2) and (3) scaled and shifted focusing for eliminating sidelobes; (4) resulting ydTR of adding together signals (1)–(3) with reduced
sidelobes and slightly reduced main peak. Figure from Publication II.
A prototype automatic algorithm for finding the necessary amplitude and delay
values to decrease the sidelobes of TR-NEWS using this scheme was programmed.
Eventually the original and optimised focused signals would look quite the same
aside from the decrease of the sidelobes relative to the main peak (Fig. 6).
3.4.2 Amplitude modulation
The most direct application of the delayed TR-NEWS is the use of the impulse signal
of the TR-NEWS focused signal as a new basis for amplitude modulation. The time
delays τi and amplitudes ai of Eq. (5) can be chosen to create a focused wave with an
arbitrary envelope. In Publication II it was shown in experiments (and simulations)
that this works well and can be potentially used to modify the focused pulse shape
according to the problem or material under testing. Figure 7 shows the creation of
sech2 and sin envelope pulses.
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Figure 6 – Delayed TR-NEWS focusing experiment with a CFRP sample. By superpositioning two time-delayed and scaled copies of the focused pulse on the sidelobes,
the relative size of the sidelobes can be decreased. Figure from Publication II.
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Figure 7 – Delayed TR-NEWS in CFRP for creating a specially shaped envelope at
the focusing. Figure from Publication II.
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3.4.3 Analysis and modification of spectral content
The spectrum of the TR-NEWS focused signal has been brought into attention from
the beginning of this signal processing method, enabling to potentially detect wave
mixing in an ergodic medium. The delayed TR-NEWS allows taking a step further in
spectral analysis by enabling the introduction of other frequencies into the focusing.
Since the focusing can be manipulated directly by the delay values, it is possible to
introduce any frequency, limited by transducer, into the focusing region; therefore
helping to potentially enhance the wave mixing and its analysis.
3.4.4 Nonlinearity analysis
One of the key findings of this thesis is the possibility of using delayed TR-NEWS
to create a wave interaction in the focusing area, which makes it possible to analyse
if their interaction follows the linear superposition principle. In Publication II it was
found that a slight temporal offset of delayed TR-NEWS focused waves can create
an interaction in the spatial focusing region (Fig. 8), which can be compared to its
linear superposition prediction (Eq. (6)).
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Figure 8 – Wave interaction caused by delayed TR-NEWS with a single delay focusing. Coordinates are denoted by x1 and x2 , focusing takes place at t = 30 µs. Figure
from Publication II.
As a delamination defect, CAN, or some other type of nonlinearity breaks the
superposition principle, the defects could be detected by the breakdown of linear superposition. The experiments in Publication II show that in case of an intact material
the linear superposition holds surprisingly accurately. However, in case of a nonclassical nonlinearity, the superposition indeed breaks down, as shown in Publication V.
This means that the interaction of two focused waves does not equal the sum of these
waves.
3.5

Analysis of damage in CFRP

One of the goals of this thesis was to develop a method for detecting defects as
sources of nonlinearities in complex materials. It was ascertained that the contact
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defect could be detected at ultrasonic power levels. It was proposed in Publication II
that delayed TR-NEWS could be used for detecting the nonlinear effects of a defect
by creating a wave interaction in the focusing region and then comparing the actual
measured results with the prediction relying on linear superposition. This idea was
tested in Publication V by simulation, because no CFRP sample having a known
and suitable damage was available. The simulations validate the possibility of using
delayed TR-NEWS to detect delamination damage and estimate the type and extent of
damage. Such damage needs to be introduced in real material for testing by physical
experiments.
3.5.1 Simulation model for damage
The simulation model is similar to the one described in Section 3.4. The differences
include absorbing boundary conditions on the lower and left sides, so the simulation is in a quarter-infinite space, and a contact crack just under the surface near the
TR-NEWS focusing region (Fig. 9). The signal processing utilises two measures of
nonlinearity: the established PI method and the novel delayed TR-NEWS (Eq. (5)).
The simulation time window is 60 µs.
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Figure 9 – Schematic of the simulation setup (not to scale) with the transmitting
transducer (Tx) position on lower right, receiving transducer (Rx) positions (1–5) on
top and the defect just below the Rx position. Figure from Publication V.
A new 2D FEM simulation program was created, written in Fortran and Python
using SciPy [33] and F2PY [49] packages. This is a contact problem and therefore
has local nonclassical nonlinearity in the form of asymmetric stiffness. Otherwise
the material is linear. Contact gap treatment uses penalty plus Lagrange multiplier
method for normal contact, with Coulomb friction introduced by the penalty method
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for the tangential contact [42, 46]. Due to the sensitivity of contact problems to
timestep length, the solution is computed by explicit timestepping method [51, 67].
3.5.2

Results

The delayed TR-NEWS and the established PI methods were compared for their
abilities of detecting the nonlinear effect signature. Neither of these methods require
a baseline measurement. Firstly, the effect of the recording transducer placement
relative to the 1 mm defect was analysed. Secondly, the defect size was incrementally
decreased and again comparisons were made between the two methods. In all these
measurements, the defect size was sub-wavelength.
The TR-NEWS procedure, used for the PI analysis, creates a spatio-temporal focusing near the receiving transducer. Firstly, the PI nonlinearity detection simulation
was conducted for various receiving positions near the 1 mm defect to understand the
effect of the distance between the transducer and the defect on the measured nonlinearity. This simulates a nonlinear NDT procedure for finding a near-surface defect
by scanning the surface of the object by measuring from several places (positions
1–5 in Fig. 9). Figure 10 shows the corresponding PI results along with the found
nonlinearity measure. Position 3 is nearest to the defect, so it contains the strongest
PI nonlinearity signal. The nonlinearity is still visible for measurement points near
the gap ends (positions 2 and 4). The defect is not detectable by the PI measure on
farther points (1 and 5). It must be noted, however, that even for focusing points 1
and 5, the focusing still has asymmetrical sidelobes (in case of undamaged material,
the signal is always symmetrical). This symmetry has been in the past used as an
indication of damage or nonlinearity [9, 14, 61].
Next, the effect of the defect size on the received signal is analysed. For these
simulations the receiving transducer is in the ideal position (position 3), and the crack
size is incrementally decreased from 1 mm to 0.034 mm. Figure 11 shows the comparison of the nonlinearity measures. The delay parameters are a1 = 1 and τ1 = 1 µs
in Eq. (5). Although the delayed TR-NEWS nonlinearity has a larger maximum in
case of a 1 mm defect, the advantage disappears as the defect size decreases. They are
still relatively comparable. The important difference is that in case of PI, the nonlinearity is mostly in the sidelobe region; conversely, the nonlinearity shown by delayed
TR-NEWS is mostly contained in the focusing time region (around t = 30 µs), which
could make it easier to detect in automated applications. On the other hand, delayed
TR-NEWS requires additional input values for the delay time τi and amplitude ai ,
making PI easier to apply.
The PI and delayed TR-NEWS methods have different measuring durations: PI
requires four wave transmissions (two full TR-NEWS measurements), but delayed
TR-NEWS only three wave transmissions. Therefore the latter is faster in case of
time-sensitive measurement applications.
In Publication V, the main idea that delayed TR-NEWS is able to detect the
presence of nonlinear contact gap defect was confirmed. Its nonlinear signature is at
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Figure 10 – PI nonlinearity depending on the receiving transducer position near 1 mm
defect (A.U. - amplitude units). Figure from Publication V.
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PI and delayed TR-NEWS for defect size from 1 mm to 0.034 mm. Figure from Publication V.
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least as strong as that from the established PI method. In case of decreasing defect
sizes, their ability to detect the damage remained roughly equal. However, there are
notable differences between the two methods:
• PI nonlinearity measure appears in the sidelobe region of the focused wave,
that of the delayed TR-NEWS near the focusing region;
• PI is robust and does not require any additional parameters, but the delayed
TR-NEWS can be optimised and potentially used to excite the defect itself by
its resonance frequency;
• PI requires four full transmissions (two transmissions per one TR-NEWS measurement), the delayed TR-NEWS only three full transmissions, which decreases the required total measurement time in time-critical applications, such
as measuring viscoelastic materials (skin and other biological tissues) in acoustomechanical testing.
3.6

Summary

It was confirmed by simulations in Publication I that for CFRP it is difficult to characterise the classical nonlinearity in ultrasonic experiments due to too small strain
attainable at common ultrasonic power levels, but it might be possible to detect small
defects, such as contact gap delaminations, by their nonclassical nonlinear effects.
In the course of this work, we arrived at one completely new measure of nonlinear
effect, which comes from the delayed TR-NEWS. Simulations and experiments show
that for CFRP and possibly other complex materials, this signal processing method
can be used for creating a focused signal, enabling introduction of more power into
the probed region, increasing SNR, allowing optimisation of the focused wave shape
or creation of a close interaction of waves. Additional simulations with a single defect near the focusing region confirm that sub-wavelength defects in fibre reinforced
composites and laminate materials can be detected by using delayed TR-NEWS nonlinearity detection. It relies on the possibility of creating an interaction of waves
at the TR-NEWS focusing. Since the delayed TR-NEWS has a precise prediction
in a linear material, deviation from this linear prediction could be considered as a
nonlinear effect.
Résumé
Ce chapitre décrit explicitement la démarche expérimentale et numérique conduite
pour améliorer l’imagerie ultrasonore des milieux complexes par une amélioration
du principe de retournement temporel non linéaire spécifiquement appliqué au milieu
endommagé décrit à partir de nonlinéarités non classiques. Le dispositif expérimental
TR-NEWS et les modifications qui ont été apportées dans cette thèse sont renseignés
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dans la partie 3.1. Les parties 3.2 et 3.3 sont dédiées aux simulations numériques,
et à la description de la nonlinéarité non classique dans les CFRP, respectivement.
Ensuite, le cœur du travail de thèse est décrit dans la partie 3.4 au sein de laquelle les
avantages de l’excitation TR-NEWS retardée est présentée pour : (i) la réduction des
lobes latéraux issus de cette focalisation TR-NEWS ; (ii) la possibilité de modulation
d’amplitude du signal focalisé ; (iii) les perspectives d’une optimisation dynamique
en temps réel de l’excitation en vue d’une génération d’impulsions solitoniques. Enfin, l’analyse des modifications spectrales induites par la présence de nonlinéarités
non classiques est étudiée dans les CFRP d’un point de vue numérique. Il est à nouveau démontré que le principe TR-NEWS permet, via une optimisation d’excitation
adaptée, l’extraction de la signature non linéaire de la dégradation locale du milieu à
imager.
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4

Multiscale characterisation of biological tissues

Ultrasonic medical diagnostics is a large industry, which still uses mostly linear wave
propagation principles. Biological tissues are typically viscoelastic, complex, nonlinear, and have memory effects and microstructure [20]. There are many possible
benefits in accurate characterisation of the nonlinear properties, such as surgery simulation, disease diagnostics, and research on skin and ageing. The purpose of the
acoustomechanical experiments is to measure the multiscale nonlinear mechanical
properties of complex biological tissues, for example skin.
The universality of the PM hysteresis for complex materials is discussed in Publication III. The PM hysteresis model [45] is a good choice for modelling complex,
nonclassical nonlinear materials, such as skin [11]. Unfortunately, as the model is
complex, it is difficult to find parameters for it. Therefore an acoustomechanical
setup is needed to fully excite the measured medium and enable exploration of the
complete parameter space of the hysteresis model. The PM model requires the material to have self-similarity as a multiscale property and can model nonlinear and
viscoelastic properties of the material. The described setup couples the mechanical
and acoustic testing by using a mechanical load frame extension and simultaneously
conducting ultrasonic delayed TR-NEWS NDT experiments on the test object (skin).
The TR-NEWS signal processing method has been previously successfully applied
to tooth ageing characterisation and skin sample analysis [14]. In skin, the complete
setup with PM space characterisation and TR-NEWS experiments could be used to
characterise skin elasticity and ageing [10].
In this section the improvements of measurement equipment and analysis of skin
are described in experiments of ex vivo porcine skin tissue sample, as described
in Publication IV. The test setup must be able to excite the test object in all excitations
that the model has to characterise. The tests are synchronised and semi-automated to
scan the parameter space of the biological tissue sample. The mechanical and acoustic excitations of the skin make it possible to measure the nonlinear multiscale elastic
properties of the skin tissue. The automation allows further optimisation of the parameter search for the elasticity model and consideration of more nonlinear effects
(relaxation, viscoelasticity, memory, ageing) than just a single load frame or acoustic
test. Statistical distribution of the mechanical properties can be measured.
The constructed acoustomechanical test setup is able to excite the skin sample
mechanically, using arbitrary loading, while conducting the delayed TR-NEWS and
PI measurements at specified times. The resulting data is sufficient for the characterisation of the PM space and nonlinear effects of the material. Future applications can
include developing equipment for in vivo skin analysis for the measurement of human skin ageing by measuring its PM space parameters. Moreover, these principles
can also be used to analyse other types of materials, as PM hysteresis is universal in
multiscale characterisation of complex materials, as shown in Publication III.
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4.1

Acoustomechanical experiment setup

In this thesis, the relevant work concerns building and conducting initial tests on synchronised acoustomechanical test setup, suitable for nonlinear property characterisation of ex vivo skin (Fig. 12). The composition of the used ultrasonic test equipment
is listed in Section 3.1. The mechanical extension and synchronisation equipment
includes
Camera: IDS:
• 1:2.8 50 mm 30.5 TAMRON lens, or
• 1:2.8 100 mm Canon macro lens EF USM;

Electromechanical load frame: MTS Criterion model C43;
Load cell: MTS model LPB.502, max 500 N, sensitivity 2.055 mV/V;
Synchronisation pulse extender: GPG-8018G pulse generator;
Synchronisation indicator: LED lamp.
The focus of the work was on creating a prototype test setup, complete with
full synchronisation between the mechanical loading and ultrasonic test equipment.
The principle of synchronisation is shown in Fig. 13. The actual prototype diverges
somewhat from the schematic due to time and equipment constraints, but fulfils the
main goal of synchronised automatic multiscale testing of materials.

Mechanical
traction and
load DAQ

DIC

Acoustical
measurement
DAQ

Data synchronisation

Combined measurement

Figure 12 – Skin sample in the loading machine with ultrasonic transducers attached by a hand clamp. Figure
from Publication IV.

Figure 13 – Acoustomechanical test
setup using mechanical and acoustic
measurements (DAQ–Data Acquisition, DIC–Digital Image Correlation).
Figure from Publication IV.

Because of the constraints of the equipment, the test setup prototype uses a single
one-way synchronisation signal from the computer controlling the TR-NEWS equipment to the load frame, read by its independently running computer. The synchronisation is conducted by timestamps, saved in TR-NEWS experiment data file names,
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and simultaneously in the data file created by the computer controlling the load frame.
The load frame automatically stops the extension movement during the duration of
the TR-NEWS test due to the synchronisation signal, because this ultrasonic signal
processing requires constant state during the measurement. The synchronisation signal also turns on a LED lamp which is in the view of the camera recording the video
for the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) [31], where it can be detected later in video
post-processing. The end result is that (i) the extension is stopped for the duration of
the TR-NEWS measurement and (ii) the TR-NEWS measurements, load frame data,
and extension data from DIC can be fully synchronised.
4.1.1 Digital Image Correlation
Although the load frame can very precisely measure and save the load frame extension and load data, the extension may be insufficient for testing a porcine skin sample.
The problem is that, firstly, the skin may be inhomogeneous and therefore the strain
field is not necessarily uniform and, secondly, the skin sample might be damaged or
slip out of the load frame clamps, in which case the elongation of the test sample
does not coincide with the extension of the load frame. Therefore the DIC procedure
is used to measure the actual strain field data from the skin test object.
The DIC procedure consists of preparing the material surface with a visible texture that can be used for image correlation, and then recording the video of the material extension. The DIC procedure extracts the strain of the material from the video
frame by dividing the region of interest of the image into sections (rectangles) on
which image correlation extracts the displacement from the image of the previous
frame. In our implementation, the LED indicator lamp signal is also captured by
image processing to synchronise the DIC data with the load frame and ultrasonic
testing.
Commercial and open-source solutions exist for DIC; however, for flexibility reasons our own DIC procedure was programmed in Python using scikit-image [66] and
SciPy [33] packages. The resulting 2D extension data can be highly accurate and also
show the relaxation effect of a viscoelastic material, which would remain undetected
when only analysing the load frame extension data. The main goal of the accurate
strain data is to have precise data for hysteresis. The area of the hysteresis loop
describes the energy lost in the extension process and is used for PM space characterisation. Using the DIC strain synchronised with the load data from the load frame
results in precise hysteresis data, based on which the material PM space parameter
measurement can be conducted.
4.2

Porcine skin test results

The experiments were conducted using the delayed TR-NEWS to detect nonlinearities during the extension and relaxation of the skin sample. A sinusoidal load path
with an increasing amplitude and base value was used for mechanical excitation. The
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video recording was processed using DIC to reveal the true strain near the ultrasonic
measurement area and synchronised using the measurement timestamps and the LED
indicator lamp wired to the signal line, visible in the video. Figure 14 shows the test
results with the strain from DIC, load frame, and the loading and the synchronisation
points. The PM space characterisation is often done based on the hysteresis data,
shown in Fig. 15. Synchronisation was conducted during each TR-NEWS measurement. This synchronisation procedure is also required for acquiring accurate hysteresis data loops because of the complex deformation of the skin sample in the load
frame and the fluctuating data acquisition rate of the load frame equipment and video
camera.
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Figure 14 – Synchronised mechanical data from skin sample extension, with TRNEWS synchronisation points
The skin sample that was used in this test was 200 × 40 mm rectangle with an
average thickness of 3.4 mm and 172 mm initial distance between the clamps. The
ultrasonic input chirp excitation was 0–5 MHz. A 0.44 µs delay was introduced between the two TR-NEWS peaks to detect the nonlinear effects by the breakdown of
the linear superposition prediction.
The delayed TR-NEWS experimental data shows the evolution of nonlinear effects during the loading and relaxing cycles of the skin sample (Fig. 16). The nonlinear effects seem to be on the left side of the focusing (t = 640 µs), located near
the nulls of the sidelobes of all tests. There is a noticeable and monotonic evolution
of lines in the bottom plot of Fig. 16, not dependent on the cyclical movement of the
load frame (Fig. 14). This might indicate damage or ageing of the skin sample. This
nonlinearity is also noticeably above the noise floor (noise can be seen to the right of
the focusing in Fig. 16).
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Figure 15 – Hysteresis based on DIC strain data
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Figure 16 – Top: 32 delayed TR-NEWS signals with two generated peaks. Bottom:
the difference between the predicted and measured delayed TR-NEWS wave interaction (nonlinearity). Time t = 640 µs is the initial TR-NEWS focusing time.
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4.3

Summary

A specialised test equipment prototype was built, which allows automated multiscale
testing of complex, multiscale sheet material, for example ex vivo porcine skin. In
our application, the hysteresis of the skin is activated by the quasicyclic quasistatic
mechanical extension. At the same time, the ultrasonic delayed TR-NEWS testing is
conducted on the material in a crossing plane, which can measure the linear as well
as nonlinear effects. Nonlinear effects in the skin sample can come from the memory
effects, ageing, or damage of the skin. Further analysis can be conducted by fitting
the hysteresis curve data to the PM space model.
• Up to now, the test equipment is a prototype. Given more time, a more userfriendly synchronisation could be developed.
• The delayed TR-NEWS and PI nonlinearity measures for the skin sample are
phenomenological. Their cause and applicability to PM space mathematical
model and some complex physical models need to be confirmed in additional
tests.
• The test equipment could be more specialised, to conserve the CPU workload.
At the moment, the data acquisition of the load frame and simultaneous video
recording seem to be CPU-intensive, causing fluctuations in load data sampling
frequency and video frame rate. This problem is alleviated in post-processing
by the precise synchronisation points.

Résumé
Le dernier chapitre traite de la finalité de ce travail dans le domaine de l’imagerie harmonique ultrasonore multi-échelles. Le milieu biologique étudié est la peau porcine
et l’objectif est de proposer une caractérisation multi-échelles des propriétés acoustomécaniques non classiques de la peau humaine. Le dispositif développé dans le cadre
du projet régional PLET est présenté en partie 4.1 et les résultats sont interprétés en
partie 4.2 et 4.3.
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5

Conclusion

This thesis investigates if and how the nonlinear effects of material elasticity can be
measured in ultrasonic NDT of complex materials and medical diagnostics of biological tissues. The goal was to find how to detect the nonlinear effects that could indicate
material damage and ageing or be used in the characterisation of nonlinear mechanical parameters. The ultrasonic NDT procedures relying on linear wave propagation
work well in most materials. However, it can be difficult to apply these procedures in
complex materials, such as modern composites or biological tissues, where the material is not necessarily continuous, homogeneous or linearly elastic. Delaminations
or microcracking can occur in composite materials; ageing and memory effects in
biological tissues. The mechanisms of this type of damage are inherently nonlinear
and require nonlinearity analysis.
The analysis of complex industrial and biological materials can be difficult due to
the internal structure interfering with the ultrasonic wave motion in the material. One
solution to this problem is the reciprocal Time Reversal, as utilised in the TR-NEWS
signal processing method. It is highly suitable for complex materials, since it uses the
internal reflections of the material as new sources of excitation for creating a focused
signal. It enables increasing the SNR by creating a spatio-temporally focused signal
pulse in the material.
One of the main results of this thesis was the development of delayed TR-NEWS
signal processing method and its validation by simulations and experiments. This
new signal processing method has several possible uses in analysis of complex materials and the nonlinear effects on ultrasonic wave propagation:
• creating an interaction of waves at the focusing point,
• detection of nonlinear effects in the focusing region,
• creating a focused signal of an arbitrary envelope,
• sidelobe reduction,
• spectral analysis of the focused signal.

The main results can be summarised as follows:
• The TR-NEWS and delayed TR-NEWS procedures make it possible to analyse
the nonlinear effects in various types of complex materials, potentially including teeth, skin, stone, metal, composites, etc. These procedures are particularly
suited for complex materials because they can amplify the received signal and
improve the SNR.
• In the presence of nonlinear damage, the ultrasonic NDT wavelength can be an
order of magnitude larger than the scale of the microstructure and the nonlinear
effects will still show the presence of damage.
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• For CFRP, any realistic classical material nonlinearity will probably not be
detectable at ultrasonic power levels. However, nonclassical nonlinearity (such
as that arising from damage and ageing) could potentially be detected even at
small power levels of ultrasonics, depending on the type of damage.
• A novel acoustomechanical test setup was created. It can be used to characterise the mechanical properties of various materials that exhibit multiscale
properties (such as skin).
• The new signal processing method that was developed in this thesis, the delayed TR-NEWS, can be used for detecting and analysing delamination defects in carbon fibre composites and nonlinearities in biological tissues by the
resulting nonlinear effects.
5.1

Perspectives

Application of the results published in this thesis is in the prototype phase and many
future improvements are possible. These cover both principal (signal processing,
validation, calibration) and procedural (equipment, methods) aspects of the work.
• The results of skin tests will be analysed for fitting with the PM hysteresis
model.
• The simulation model could be advanced further. A collection of defects with
random angles and sizes could be introduced, or local or global hysteresis nonlinearity could be introduced.
• The (delayed) TR-NEWS experimental setup could be developed further to include several transmitters to increase the available power level at the focusing.
A vibrometer could be used instead of the piezoelectric transducer for better
broadband response and lack of coupling effects.
• Physical experiments with the delayed TR-NEWS nonlinearity detection should
be performed on a CFRP test object with some known damage.
• The acoustomechanical test setup could be improved and optimised to simplify
its use and decrease the experiment time.
• The nonlinearity measures should be validated against the defect size of complex media and age of biological tissues.
• New applications using delayed TR-NEWS focusing optimisation can be developed.
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Résumé
Les principaux résultats numériques et expérimentaux concernant l’amélioration de
la focalisation TR-NEWS est décrite dans la conclusion. Sont mises en exergue les
principales avancées ayant conduit à publications dans des revues :
• la possibilité de réduction des lobes latéraux intrinsèques à TR-NEWS,
• la possibilité de création d’une focalisation à enveloppe de forme arbitraire
(solitonique, etc.) et contrôlable,
• la possibilité de création d’une interaction d’ondes au point de focalisation via
une excitation de type balayage de fréquence compressée,
• la détection localisée d’une signature non linéaire de type non classique dans
une région d’étude déterminée (imagerie ultrasonore).
De nombreuses perspectives sont enfin décrites en dernière partie de la conclusion en
ouvrant ainsi les nombreuses applications industrielles et médicales potentielles de
ce travail de thèse numérique et expérimental.
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Abstract
In this thesis the possibility of nonlinear ultrasonic NDT is investigated for complex
materials and biological tissues. The delayed TR-NEWS signal processing method
is developed, which is based on the TR-NEWS method. TR-NEWS is a method
well-suited for materials with complex structure: it allows spatio-temporal focusing
of a long ultrasonic chirp signal to the region near the receiving transducer, forming
an impulse pulse. The received signal power and SNR are increased as a result.
Delayed TR-NEWS allows the use of this focused wave pulse as a new basis for
either the signal optimisation or, alternatively, for the detection of nonlinearity by the
breakdown of linear superposition. This method is used in physical experiments and
simulations. The physical experiments are made on an undamaged CFRP block and
a porcine skin sample. The skin is tested in a synchronised acoustomechanical setup
specially designed in the course of this thesis.
In 1D pseudospectral simulations for CFRP, it is determined that while classical
nonlinearity cannot probably be detected in ultrasonic NDT, it could be possible to
detect nonclassical nonlinear effects such as those from cracks and microdamage.
Physical experiments and 2D FEM simulations of linear, undamaged CFRP are compared for studying the delayed TR-NEWS method, its applicability in optimising the
focused wave, and also for creating an interaction of waves at the focusing region
with a linear superposition prediction. This suggests the possibility of detecting nonlinearities by comparing the actual signal from interaction to the linear prediction.
Finally, more 2D simulations are conducted for CFRP with a single contact gap nonlinearity near the focusing region. The nonlinearity is measured by PI and delayed
TR-NEWS. It is determined that delayed TR-NEWS is able to detect the defect at
least as well as the PI method. It is ascertained that the PM hysteresis model could
describe the nonclassical nonlinearity of damaged materials and biological tissues. A
synchronised acoustomechanical test setup is created to test such multiscale nonlinearity. The simultaneous mechanical load test and ultrasonic delayed TR-NEWS test
can be used to measure the mechanical properties of skin.
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Kokkuvõte
Selles töös uuritakse ultrahelil põhinevat mittepurustavat testimist komplekssete materjalide ja bioloogiliste kudede jaoks. Välja on arendatud hilistunud ajalisel ümberpöördel põhinev mittelineaarse elastsuslaine spektroskoopia (delayed TR-NEWS).
Senituntud ajaline ümberpööre koos mittelineaarse elastsuslaine spektroskoopiaga on
sobilik keeruka struktuuriga materjalide testimiseks, kuna kasutab pikka algset signaali, mis ajalise ümberpöörde ja signaali kokkusurumise abil fokuseeritakse vastuvõtva sensori lähedusse, tekitades ajas ja ruumis fokuseeritud pulsi. Selle tulemusena suureneb signaali võimsus ja signaali-müra suhe. Hilistunud ajaline ümberpööre
kasutab seda fokuseeritud pulssi uue baasina, et optimeerida fokuseeritud laine kuju või tuvastada mittelineaarseid efekte (lineaarse superpositsiooni nurjumise näol).
Seda signaalitöötlust kasutatakse füüsikalistes eksperimentides ja simulatsioonides.
Füüsikalised eksperimendid on tehtud süsinikkiudkomposiidiga ja seanahaga. Nahaga katsete jaoks on koostatud sünkroniseeritud akustomehaaniline katseseade.
1D pseudospektraalsed simulatsioonid süsinikkiudkomposiidis näitavad, et kuigi klassikaline mittelineaarsus jääb tõenäoliselt tuvastamatuks, siis mitteklassikaline
mittelineaarsus, näiteks tulenevalt pragudest ja mikrokahjustustest, võiks olla tuvastatav ka ultrahelil põhinevas mittepurustavas testimises. Võrreldakse eksperimente
ja 2D lõplike elementide meetodi simulatsioone lineaarses ja kahjustamata süsinikkiudkomposiidis, tuvastamaks hilistunud ajalise ümberpöörde kasutusvõimalusi fokuseeritud signaali optimeerimiseks ja mittelineaarsuste tuvastamiseks koos lineaarse
prognoosiga. Tulemused näitavad, et mittelineaarsusi võiks tuvastada võrreldes tegelikke mõõtmistulemusi lineaarse superpositsiooni prognoosiga. Lõpuks analüüsitakse 2D simulatsioone materjalis, kus on üks kontaktiga pragu, mis on mittelineaarsuse allikaks. Mittelineaarsust mõõdetakse pulsi inversiooniga ja hilistunud ajalise
ümberpöördega. Tuvastatakse, et need meetodid annavad võrreldava tugevusega mittelineaarse signaali. On kindlaks tehtud, et Preisach–Mayergoyzi hüstereesi mudel
on sobilik mitteklassikalise mittelineaarsuse modelleerimiseks kahjustunud materjalides ja bioloogilistes kudedes. Sünkroniseeritud akustomehaanilist katseseadet kasutatakse sellise mitmemastaapse mittelineaarsuse testimiseks. Seanahaga tehtud katses
tekitatakse üheaegselt suuri deformatsioone mehaanilise tõmbemasinaga ja väikseid
deformatsioone ultraheli mittepurustava testimise seadmega. See võimaldab mõõta
naha mehaanilisi omadusi, sealhulgas mittelineaarsust, hüstereesi, vananemist ja mäluefekte.
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Résumé de la thèse
Dans ce travail de thèse, une innovation est présentée et validée dans le domaine du
contrôle non destructif (CND) des matériaux complexes et des tissus biologiques.
L’innovation TR-NEWS retardée est ici définie comme une extension de la méthode TR-NEWS, issue de la symbiose entre le retournement temporel (RT) et les
méthodes de spectroscopie d’ondes élastiques non linéaires (NEWS). Dans un premier temps, nous confirmons les très bonnes performances des méthodes TR-NEWS
pour la caractérisation des matériaux dotés de structures complexes : elles permettent
en outre de focaliser un signal ultrasonore codé par balayage de fréquence (étendu
spatio-temporellement) sur une région proche du transducteur ultrasonore de réception, formant ainsi une impulsion aux propriétés de symétrie exploitables, et aux performances remarquables en terme de puissance acoustique et de rapport signal sur
bruit (SNR). L’ajout d’un protocole d’excitation induisant le concept de “TR-NEWS
retardée” permet de constituer une nouvelle base de signaux propres aux propriétés acoustiques focalisées. En utilisant la brisure de symétrie introduite par la non
vérification du principe de superposition induite par la nonlinéarité locale, cette optimisation de l’excitation permet une détection et une extraction de la signature non
linéaire, validée par des simulations numériques et de nombreuses expérimentations.
Les validations expérimentales ont été conduites conformément au projet initial ; valider l’approche dans les deux domaines du CND et de l’imagerie médicale ultrasonore. Les tests ont été conduits sur des échantillons de composite CFRP dotés de
propriétés dispersives ultrasonores, favorisant ainsi la réverbérabilité de la propagation acoustique. La deuxième validation a été conduite dans le cadre du projet PLET
(Propriétés Locales Visco-Elastiques de la peau par TR-NEWS) financé par la Région
Centre Val de Loire dont le but était de proposer une instrumentation multi-échelles
acousto-mécanique de mesures de propriétés non classiques de la peau porcine en
extension uniaxiale, spécifiquement réalisée dans le cadre de cette thèse.
Via les simulations numériques 1D pseudospectrales de propagations acoustiques
non linéaires dans les CFRP, et même si il est vérifié que la nonlinéarité classique globale ne peut être détectée par CND non linéaires, il est néanmoins possible d’identifier et de localiser les sources locales de défauts et de micro-endommagement. Les expérimentations physiques et le simulations 2D par méthodes d’éléments finis (FEM)
ont été conduites pour valider le concept TR-NEWS retardé, son applicabilité pour
optimiser la focalisation acoustique et son potentiel quant à la possibilité de créer une
interaction d’ondes localisée dans la zone de focalisation. Cette innovation suggère la
possibilité de détecter des signatures non linéaires par comparaison entre la réponse
réelle du milieu exploré par l’expérience et la prédiction théorique sous hypothèse
d’un comportement linéaire. Finalement, pour les CFRP, de nombreuses simulations
valident l’identification d’un crack unique proche de la zone de focalisation. La nonlinéarité supposée de type contact acoustique (CAN) est mesurée par TR-NEWS
retardée et comparée aux techniques classiques d’inversion d’impulsion utilisée en
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imagerie médicale.
Il est ainsi démontré que la méthode “TR-NEWS retardée” permet une identification au moins aussi performante que l’inversion d’impulsion, aussi rapide et préservant la représentation dans le domaine temporel. Pour ce qui concerne la validation
sur tissus biologiques, le système de synchronisation acousto-mécanique développé
permet d’envisager la mesure de paramètres multi-échelles de nonlinéarité des tissus
biologiques au travers de paramètres de Preisach–Mayergoyz (espaces PM) permettant ainsi de décrire le vieillissement des tissus biologiques. Le chargement basse
fréquence uniaxial effectué simultanément aux investigations ultrasonores haute fréquence via TR-NEWS retardé suggère d’envisager une nouvelle classe de dispositifs
avec une perspective de multimodalité dédiée à l’imagerie ultrasonore non invasive
des propriétés biomécaniques des organismes vivants.
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Abstract. The emergence and propagation of solitary waves is investigated for carbon fibre reinforced polymer using numerical
simulations for Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) purposes. The simulations are done with the Chebyshev collocation method.
The simplest laminate model is used for the periodical structure of the material from which dispersion will arise. Classical and
nonclassical nonlinearities are introduced in the constitutive equation. The balance of the dispersion and nonlinearity is analysed
by studying the shape-changing effects of the medium on the initial input pulse and the possibility of solitary wave propagation is
considered. Future applications of solitary waves for nonlinear medical imaging and NDT of materials are discussed.
Key words: CFRP, solitary waves, Non-Destructive Testing, TR–NEWS, nonlinearity, dispersion.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The recent ten years have seen considerable development
of optimized signal processing methods for improving
nonlinear Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) methods
derived from Nonlinear Elastic Wave Spectroscopy
(NEWS) and supplemented by symmetry invariance
and Time Reversal (TR). The emerging TR–NEWS
method is a useful tool for microcracks detection
of various complex samples [1], but also recently
for the localization of nonlinear scatterers in a wide
sense [2]. TR–NEWS signal processing is performed
with symmetrization of coded excitation using crosscorrelation, pulse-inversion [3], or chirp-coded schemes,
which are promising alternatives to frequency coding.
The response to positive and negative excitations enables
to extract the nonlinear signature of the tested sample.
In materials with nonlinear and dispersive properties,
solitary waves could be used for NDT [4,5]. They are
stable in propagation and have elastic interactions due to
the balance between the nonlinearity and dispersion. This
robustness could improve the monitoring capabilities of
layered, granular, or functionally graded materials. It
is well known that in such a medium, dispersion and
nonlinearity could be combined in a way that solitonic
∗

Corresponding author, martin.lints@cens.ioc.ee

propagation could be observed. The dispersion can
be caused by the material microstructure [6] or layers
[7,8], and the nonlinearity by the microdamage or soft
inclusions [9]. Using solitonic excitation, a medium
with these properties could be analysed. The solitary
waves can experience a phenomenon called ‘selection’
where the amplitude and velocity of a solitary wave tend
to finite values, which depend on the nonlinearity and
dispersion [10–12]. In some microstructured models,
the solitary wave propagation can also be sensitive to
the ratio of macro- and microstructural dispersions and
a general ‘shape’ of the initial profile [13], which could
likewise be used for diagnostic purposes.
Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymers (CFRPs) are
being increasingly used for applications requiring both a
high strength to weight ratio and reliability, for example
in aerospace, automotive, and naval industries. Therefore
demand for the robustness of NDT of layered composites
is rising. The material is geometrically complex and
has several micro-scales: firstly, the scale of individual
carbon fibres that make up a single yarn; secondly, the
scale of individual yarns from which the fabric is woven;
and finally in 2D or 3D cases, the scale of individual
layers (carbon fabric and polymer). This makes the use
of conventional NDT techniques difficult, which is why
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this work analyses the potential use of solitary waves
for testing a material with nonclassical nonlinearities at
multiscale level. In this work the plies of the composite
are regarded as homogeneous orthotropic materials. This
multiscale complexity also justifies the use of methods
such as TR–NEWS because they have shown extreme
efficiency in complex media, such as composites and
biological tissues.
The numerical simulations are done by the Chebyshev collocation method with Chebyshev polynomials
used for approximating physical quantities and finding
the spatial derivatives. The simulations take into account
the layered character of the material and are performed
for a 144 layered CFRP test sample. In addition to
the dispersion arising from the layered configuration,
the material is assumed to be weakly nonlinear. The
goal is to determine the influence of nonlinearity on the
character of the propagating waves. The main attention
is paid to the formation of solitary waves. The conditions
for the emergence of a solitary wave and its propagating
characteristics are analysed for future use in physical
experiments.
This paper is presented as follows. Firstly, the
model of the CFRP material is described, the classical
and nonclassical nonlinearities are introduced into the
governing equations, and the key points about the
numerical method are described. Secondly, the simulation results are presented and then analysed for the effect
of a small but global nonclassical nonlinearity.

Fig. 2. Close-up image of the structure of the test object.

Fig. 3. Material model of the CFRP block.

2. MODEL

real yarn
laminate yarn
laminate epoxy

The modelled material is a CFRP block with a thickness
of 43 mm, consisting of 144 layers (Fig. 1). It is
composed of fabric woven from yarns of fibre and
impregnated with epoxy. The cross-section of the
yarns is of elliptical shape (Fig. 2) and the material has
inclusions of pure epoxy, so a wave propagating through
the material will encounter yarns (fibres with epoxy) and
areas of pure epoxy. The simplest material model for the
test object is the laminate model (Fig. 3) in which (i) the

50 µm

210 µm

Fig. 4. The material is modelled as a laminate, with the thickness of individual laminae proportional to the cross-sectional
area of the material.

material consists of homogeneous layers, (ii) each layer
has its own elasticity properties, and (iii) dispersion
arises due to the periodical discontinuity of the
properties. The widths of the layers are proportional
to the area of the cross-section of the yarn (Fig. 4) and
are here modelled as laminates of constant thickness
(thickness he = 50 µm for the epoxy layer and hCFRP =
210 µm for the pure CFRP layer). The longitudinal wave
modulus for the epoxy layer Ee = 6.5 GPa and for the
CFRP layer ECFRP = 13.6 GPa.
2.1.
Fig. 1. Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) block of 144
layers tested with ultrasonic of NDT.

Mathematical model

The
are assumed to be small: εkl =
( deformations
)
1
2 uk,l + ul,k . The Cauchy’s equations governing the
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wave motion in each piecewise continuous layer are
{
σkl,k + ρ ül = 0 ,
σkl = σlk .

1.0
0.8

(1)

0.6

The constitutive equation is
(
)
σ = αE ε − β ε2 .

0.4

(2)

0.2

In the above equations σ denotes stress, ε denotes strain,
u denotes displacement, ρ is the density of the material,
and E is the modulus of elasticity. The Einstein’s
summation convention is used. An index after a comma
denotes a derivative in that direction. Weak classical
nonlinearity is given by β and nonclassical nonlinearity
by α . Here the nonclassical nonlinearity means that
the material can have an abrupt change in the elasticity
modulus (in this work on ε = 0). This permits strong
nonlinear effects in cases of small strain. Nonclassical
nonlinearity parameter α allows the material to be
weaker in tension than in compression [14]: α ≤ 1 if
ε ≥ 0 and α = 1 always if ε < 0. There is no nonclassical
nonlinearity if α = 1 for all ε . In order to use the pulseinversion method [3], dynamic boundary conditions with
both positive and negative polarities and with temporal
extent τ were used.
(
(
))
{
τ /2
±35 · 103 1 + cos π t−τ /2
, if t ≤ τ ,
σ (0,t) =
0,
if t > τ .
(3)

0.0

4

2

0

−2

−4

x
Fig. 5. Interpolation in the case of Chebyshev points.
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x
Fig. 6. Interpolation in the case of equi-spaced points.

2.2. Numerical method
The numerical simulations use the Chebyshev collocation method where the solution is approximated at
gridpoints by a polynomial that is easy to differentiate.
Unlike the finite difference methods, it is a global method
where all the points contribute to the derivatives at
each point. Its main advantage is lower computational
cost due to the smaller number of points needed to
describe the problem and simplicity of use in case of
nonlinearities and a high order of spatial derivatives.
For the Chebyshev collocation method the variables are
stored at the Chebyshev extrema points, allowing the
interpolation scheme to avoid the Runge’s phenomenon
(Fig. 5), which would arise in case of equidistant distribution of collocation points (Fig. 6) [15]. The spatial
differentiation uses one Chebyshev differentiation matrix
[16], and the integration in time is carried out using a
vode solver [17] in the SciPy package [18].
The spatial differentiation and calculations are
initially done on each layer separately. Thereafter the
layers are interconnected by carrying over the stress and
the particle velocity as shown in Fig. 7, allowing the
energy to propagate both ways. The boundary conditions
of stress σ = 0 or particle velocity v = 0 can be specified
according to the problem.

Fig. 7. Matching between the layers during the timestep.

3.

SIMULATIONS

Dynamic boundary conditions (Eq. (3)) were used to
excite the wave in the medium. The simulation scheme
was verified by doubling the number of spatial grid
points, running the simulation again, and comparing
the results. In case of little or no change in results,
the scheme is suitable. For some material parameters,
Eq. (1) with purely classical nonlinearity (α = 1 in
Eq. (2)) has been proven to sustain solitonic waves [19].
The simulations in this work are done to suggest the
possibility of the existence of solitary waves in case of
CFRP material parameters when introducing classical
and nonclassical nonlinearities.
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Firstly, a wide pulse half-cosine stress wave of
Eq. (3), where τ = 2 µs, was inserted into a 43-mm
thick material. The pulse is allowed to reflect from
the rear wall, return, and reflect from the front wall.
The nearly initial pulse and twice-reflected pulse are
compared. The reflections are, for the simplicity of
analysis, from fixed ends. This means that the sign of the
pulse is not changed by the reflections. The ‘wavelength’
corresponds to about 15 pairs of CFRP–epoxy layers.
Figure 8 illustrates comparison between two cases:
Fig. 8a where there is only classical nonlinearity β =
−15 and α = 1 for all ε ; and Fig. 8b where there are
both classical and nonclassical nonlinearities β = −15
and α = 97% if ε ≥ 0. The results do not exhibit an
oscillatory tail behind the pulse (toward x = 0). In Fig. 8a
the classical nonlinearity of β = −15 does not change

(a) Only classical nonlinearity: β = −15, α = 1.

(b) Both nonlinearities: β = −15, α = 97%.
Fig. 8. Propagation of a half-cosine pulse with the width of
τ = 2 µs. The black dotted lines show the wave profile near
the beginning of the propagation. Bold grey lines show wave
profiles of positive and negative polarities after propagating
and reflecting twice in the 43 mm wide medium. The spatial
coordinate is denoted by x.

the propagation characteristics in any noticeable way. In
Fig. 8b the addition of nonclassical nonlinearity α =
97% decreases the velocity of the positive pulse.
Secondly, the initial pulse width was shortened to
τ = 0.4 µs, corresponding to about three pairs of epoxy–
CFRP simulated laminate. The shorter wavelength ‘feels’
the microstructure and introduces oscillations due to the
dispersion. The results are shown in Fig. 9. The case of
of β = −15 and α = 1 for all ε is shown in Fig. 9a, and
for β = −15 and α = 97% if ε ≥ 0 in Fig. 9b. Obviously
the velocity of the positive σ pulse is again lower than
for the negative pulse. Additionally, the effect of the
inhomogeneous medium is immediately recognizable by
an oscillatory tail of the pulses. Furthermore, in case
of nonclassical nonlinearity in Fig. 9b, both positive and
negative pulses change shape in the propagation. For the
positive pulse the oscillatory tail has increased slightly.
For the negative pulse the oscillatory tail decreases and
smoothens.

(a) Only classical nonlinearity: β = −15, α = 1.

(b) Both nonlinearities: β = −15, α = 97%.
Fig. 9. Propagation of a half-cosine τ = 0.4 µs pulse. The black
dotted lines show the wave profile near the beginning of the
propagation. Bold grey lines show wave profiles of positive and
negative polarities after propagating and reflecting twice in the
43 mm wide medium. The spatial coordinate is denoted by x.
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4. DISCUSSION
In the case of long-wavelength pulse τ = 2 µs in
Fig. 8, there is no noticeable wave steepening effect,
which is normally found in nonlinear wave propagation.
Since the pulses stay either purely positive or purely
negative, the only nonlinearity affecting the shapes of the
pulses is classical nonlinearity β , while the nonclassical
nonlinearity α only affects the velocities of the pulses.
The situation changes when the pulse length is
shortened to τ = 0.4 µs, because it will become
affected by the layered material, causing dispersion.
The dispersion generates an oscillatory tail behind the
main pulse for all results in Fig. 9. The purely
classical nonlinearity with β = −15 (and α = 1) is not
strong enough to affect the wave propagation noticeably
(Fig. 9a), only the dispersion decreases the amplitude of
the main peak. However, the situation is different with
small nonclassical nonlinearity of α = 97% (Fig. 9b),
as both positive and negative pulses change shape. The
oscillatory tail decreases for the negative pulse and
increases for the positive pulse, resembling the behaviour
of a solitary wave. Figure 9b furthermore shows that
at the beginning of the propagation the shape of the
positive pulse is slightly more gradual than the shape
of the negative pulse. It resembles the wave-steepening
effect commonly seen in nonlinear wave propagation,
suggesting that the negative pulse behaves in a solitary
wave-like manner. Its speed of propagation is greater
than that of the positive pulse and it is more stable
thanks to the nonclassical nonlinearity counteracting
the dispersion by affecting the positive parts of the
oscillatory tail.
In these simulations the nonclassical nonlinearity
α = 97% affects the solution far more than the classical
nonlinearity β = −15. The material parameters should
be measured with nonlinear NDT techniques [20] in
order to ascertain reasonable magnitudes for nonlinearities. For measuring the nonclassical nonlinearity,
a sinusoidal pulse could be propagated in this material.
The pulse would have its negative part travelling faster
than its positive. If the sinusoidal pulse was short
(close to a single period), it would become compressed
in propagation if the dynamic boundary condition was
σ (0,t) ∼ + sin and stretched if σ (0,t) ∼ − sin. The
amount of distortion could indicate the magnitude of the
nonclassical nonlinearity α in the constitutive Eq. (2).
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negative pulses. The speed difference of positive and
negative parts of a sinusoidal pulse here could indicate
the magnitude of the nonlinearity.
However, a pulse with a length corresponding to 3–4
epoxy–CFRP layers will ‘feel’ the layered configuration
of the material, so it will have an oscillatory tail due to the
dispersion. Introducing a small nonclassical nonlinearity
of the magnitude α = 97% (in addition to classical
nonlinearity β = −15) will change the shape of the pulse
in different ways depending on the sign of the wave
amplitude. Essentially, the oscillatory tail of the positive
σ pulse will be increased and the tail of the negative σ
pulse will be decreased. This resembles the propagation
of a solitary wave by having (i) an effect resembling
wave steepening, (ii) balancing between dispersion and
nonlinearity, and (iii) a larger speed of a negative σ pulse
compared to a positive pulse.
We found in this study that the nonclassical nonlinearity would produce favourable effects for solitary
wave propagation in the case of CFRP material, which
could be used for the nonlinearity characterization and
microdamage detection of the material. The nonclassical
nonlinearity is zero-centred in this work and produces
changes of velocity between the positive and negative
parts of a wave even for small stress wave propagation.
The material parameters, the type, and the magnitude of
the nonlinearities need to be verified.
The Chebyshev collocation method was found
suitable for 1D simulations of discontinuous media. The
future work will include 2D simulations and analysis
of wave propagation in complex nonlinear media. This
should model potential materials better for solitary wave
characterization and enable to take into account other
complexities that surely affect the nonlinear acoustics
of the material. As the results of this work show, it is
necessary to consider additional sources of nonlinearity,
other than the classical nonlinear parameter β , at
different scales to see solitary wave-like evolution of
waves.
Advances of imaging complex layered media by new
signal processing schemes, involving solitonic coding,
would improve the methods used today in medical
imaging and NDT. Some biological complex layered
media, such as the human skin, could benefit from such
new coding schemes. Solitonic coding signal processing
with using the orthogonality properties needed in
classical nonlinear imaging potentially allows the use of
elastic properties of soliton–soliton interactions in order
to conduct fast nonlinear imaging.

5. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that in the case of large-wavelength
pulses with the pulse width of 15 epoxy–CFRP pairs,
the dispersion is not noticeably strong. Moreover, the
classical nonlinearity of β = −15 with CFRP elasticity
parameters is not strong enough to induce a noticeable
change in wave shape. Introduction of nonclassical
nonlinearity in addition to classical nonlinearity will
bring about a speed difference between positive and
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Üksiklainete leviku numbrilised simulatsioonid süsinikkiudkomposiitmaterjalis
Martin Lints, Andrus Salupere ja Serge Dos Santos
Üksiklaineteks nimetatakse dispersiivses ja mittelineaarses keskkonnas levivaid stabiilse kujuga lokaliseeritud laineid.
Juhul kui üksiklained interakteeruvad omavahel elastselt, nimetatakse neid solitonideks. Üksiklained võivad
mittepurustavas testimises osutuda kasulikeks tänu nende suurele stabiilsusele ja kuju sõltuvusele materjali omadustest. Nende rakendamine võib lubada keerulise geomeetria või keerulise sisestruktuuriga materjalide (mikrostruktuurvõi granulaarsed materjalid) detailsemat või kiiremat uurimist.
Antud töös on uuritud süsinikkiudkomposiiti kui materjali, millel võivad olla nii klassikalised kui ka (mikrokahjustustest tulenevalt) mitteklassikalised mittelineaarsused. Dispersiooni tekitab keskkonna perioodiline kihilisus.
Modelleeritav materjal on 144-kihiline süsinikkiudkomposiit. Antud töös oli kasutusel lihtne laminaatmudel tükati
pidevatest keskkondadest. Matemaatiline mudel baseerub Cauchy liikumisvõrranditel ja mittelineaarsel olekuvõrrandil, kus materjali jäikus võib sõltuda nii deformatsiooni suurusest kui ka selle märgist. Numbrilised eksperimendid on
tehtud Chebyshevi pseudospektraalmeetodiga.
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Simulatsioonide tulemused näitavad, et kuigi klassikaline mittelineaarsus võib olla liiga väike, tasakaalustamaks
dispersiooni simuleeritud komposiidis, siis seevastu üsna väike mitteklassikaline mittelineaarsus muudab lainelevikut
olulisel määral. Sealjuures on sellisel mittelineaarsusel suuremate lainepikkuste korral ilmne efekt positiivse ja negatiivse pingelaine leviku kiiruses. Väiksemate lainepikkuste juures, kus dispersioon avaldub tugevamalt, on positiivse
ja negatiivse amplituudiga lainetel lisaks liikumiskiiruse erinevusele ka oluline erinevus laine kujus ning selle “sabas”
olevate ostsillatsioonide suuruses. Selline negatiivne pingelaine on suhteliselt stabiilne ja selle omadused sarnanevad
üksiklaine omadustele, mis viitab mitteklassikalise mittelineaarsuse soodsale mõjule üksiklainete tekitamisel kihilistes
materjalides.
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Delayed TR-NEWS signal is proposed for NDT of complex materials.
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Method could be used in the future to study nonlinear wave interaction.
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abstract
An original signal processing method called delayed Time Reversal-Nonlinear Elastic Wave
Spectroscopy is introduced in the present paper. The method could be used to amplify
signal in certain regions of the material under Non Destructive Testing. It allows to optimize
and change the shape of the received focused wave in the material, either by making the
focusing sharper by decreasing the side lobes or making it wider by modifying the actual
focusing peak. It is also possible to use the focused signal as a delta-basis to construct
a signal with arbitrary envelope or reduce the side lobes of the focused signal. These
concepts are shown to work well in the simulations and the physical experiments. This
signal processing method is particularly promising for nonlinear and solitary wave analysis,
since it allows to create an interaction of sharp and solitary wave peaks just underneath
the receiving transducer. Due to simple and accurate linear prediction of the received
interaction signal, any differences of measurements and predictions could indicate the
presence of nonlinearities.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The objective of the paper is to present the concept of delayed Time Reversal-Nonlinear Elastic Wave Spectroscopy
(delayed TR-NEWS) [1]. It is an original method based on TR-NEWS method, used to obtain and modify focusing or
convergence of ultrasonic waves in complex media.
Original TR-NEWS signal processing procedure can be used to focus the wave energy under the receiving transducer or
vibrometer of an ultrasonic Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) setup. TR-NEWS is a promising method for evaluation of complex,
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dispersive and nonlinear media because it relies on the internal reflections as virtual transducers [1] to focus the wave
energy into a specific spot in a certain time, therefore taking advantage of the complex internal structure of the material [2].
Such focused wave has an improved signal-to-noise ratio, making it suitable for investigating dispersive, chaotic or highly
attenuating media [3,4].
During the last ten years there has been an increase of interest in using symmetry and similarity properties in the signal
processing of nonlinear acoustics [5–7]. New signal processing methods have been developed and validated for NDT and
harmonic imaging. Pulse Inversion (PI) techniques [8,9], have been extended and generalized using Symmetry Analysis [10].
Coded excitations (for example a chirp signal) and signal processing are now considered as efficient ways for imaging
the complexity in bio-materials. These methods improve the determination of nonlinear properties by using optimized
excitations [11].
Recently there has been a considerable development of TR based NEWS methods using invariance with respect to TR and
reciprocity, both in numerical and experimental aspects. These methods have been experimentally elaborated as the wellknown TR-NEWS methods [12–16]. TR-NEWS fundamental experimental demonstrations [17] have been conducted with
applications in the improvement of nonlinear scatterers identification using symbiosis of symmetry analysis (TR, reciprocity,
chirp-coded PI, etc.) and NEWS methods. TR-NEWS based imaging continues to be developed, with new systems being
designed to obtain better focusing and optimal images. New excitations are now under study in order to give to TR-NEWS
methods the practicability needed for both the NDT and the medical imaging community [18].
A new direction in NDT is the use of solitary waves, as their important properties differ from linear waves and they are
overall well-studied phenomenon [19]. Nonlinear effects depend mostly on the signal power and wave shape. This shape
could then be analysed and compared to linear cases to detect the presence of nonlinearities.
In this paper the delayed TR-NEWS is numerically and experimentally validated for allowing to manipulate the focused
wave shape of the ordinary TR-NEWS. It is a promising method for studying the nonlinear properties of materials in nonlinear
acoustics and NDT of complex materials and composites. The paper will demonstrate the signal optimization potential of
the delayed TR-NEWS method for NDT purposes using experiments in bi-layered aluminium and Carbon Fibre Reinforced
Polymer (CFRP) and simulations in CFRP. It will be shown that the wave focused under the receiving transducer can be
manipulated to have a different shape. The method will be shown to be useful for changing the extent of the material affected
by focused ultrasonic wave, side lobe reduction and introduction of low-frequency signal into the medium by amplitude
modulation. It is also possible to introduce a low-frequency wave by high frequency input by using delayed TR-NEWS as
amplitude modulation of the low frequency signal. Additionally, it will be shown that the method is highly predictable in
linear materials, and could be used to analyse nonlinear effects as deviations from the linear prediction.
Physical experiments were carried out on a bi-layered aluminium and a CFRP sample. The findings were studied further
using Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations on a linearly elastic laminate model of CFRP block with stochastic layer
thicknesses to examine the signal propagation and focusing inside a complex material. It is well known that layered
periodical materials can be dispersive and therefore solitary waves can emerge in the presence of nonlinearities in such
materials [20,21].
The goal of this paper is to show that the delayed TR-NEWS procedure gives good results in numerical and physical
experiments for examining complex materials. In Section 2 the test object and the experimental setup are described and the
computational model is introduced. In Section 3 the signal processing steps of TR-NEWS and delayed TR-NEWS methods are
explained. In Section 4 the results of numerical and physical experiments are presented. In Section 5 the conclusions and
the possible practical uses of delayed TR-NEWS procedure are given.
2. Materials and methods
The delayed TR-NEWS signal processing method was initially validated in a bi-layered aluminium sample [22]. In the
present paper the method was used to optimize the signal in a complex CFRP sample and the wave motion inside the
CFRP was further studied using a FEM model. Having an agreement between the FEM model and physical experiments,
it is possible to study the wave motion in more detail. While physical experiments give the actual measured values on the
surface of the test object, the simulations allow to investigate the internal wave field in the object.
The simulations and experiments must agree qualitatively. The quantitative agreement is less important because: (i) We
are studying how waves behave at the focusing; (ii) Simulations are in 2D due to computational constraints while the real
world is in 3D and this always produces differences in quantitative results; (iii) The developed signal optimization must be
robust enough to account for some variations in signal power; (iv) In this work the simulation and experimental material is
considered linearly elastic, rendering amplitude analysis unnecessary.
2.1. Experiment configuration
The tests were conducted with TR-NEWS ultrasonic testing equipment which focuses the wave energy near the surface
of the material under the receiving transducer. The initial validation was conducted on a bi-layered aluminium sample [22].
Thereafter the tests were performed on a CFRP block (composed of 144 layers of carbon fibre fabric). It was excited from its
side with 70° shear wave transducer. The signal was received with a plane wave transducer on the top of the block (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) block (left) and its structure (right). This test configuration was chosen arbitrarily in order to verify the
practical feasibility of the method in an NDT test.

Fig. 2. The material consisting of elliptic yarns in tight packing (left) is modelled as a laminate with stochastic thicknesses of layers (right) due to different
possible wave paths encountering different thicknesses of CFRP yarn and epoxy.

The roles of the transducers are not changed during the experiment as the focusing of an ultrasonic wave relies on the signal
processing of TR-NEWS. This is a two-pass method where the receiving and transmitting transducers do not change their
roles. In this sense the ‘‘Time Reversal’’ denotes the signal processing method which accounts for internal reflections of the
material as virtual transducers in the material to use for focusing the wave in the second pass of the wave transmission. The
placement of the transducers is otherwise not important: they could be placed arbitrarily in NDT investigation, they do not
have to be in line with each other, but the configuration must remain fixed during the TR-NEWS procedure.
The test equipment consisted of:
Preamplifier Juvitek TRA-02 (0.02–5 MHz) connected to a computer,
Amplifier ENI model A150 (55 dB at 0.3–35 MHz),
Shear wave transducer Technisonic ABFP-0202-70 (2.25 MHz),
Longitudinal wave transducer Panametrics V155 (5 MHz).
2.2. Finite element model
CFRP is composed of fabric woven from yarns of fibre impregnated with epoxy. The cross-section of the yarns has
elliptical shape (Fig. 1) and the material has inclusions of pure epoxy between yarns, so a wave propagating through the
material would encounter yarns (fibres with epoxy) and areas of pure epoxy. A simple laminate model was used for FEM:
the material was considered to be homogeneous, generally anisotropic, but linearly elastic where each layer had its own
elasticity properties according to the carbon fibre cloth orientation. The thicknesses of the individual layers were acquired
from a function of random variables according to the probability of the wave encountering these thicknesses in packed
ellipse configuration of the real material (Figs. 1 and 2). Dispersion could be expected to arise due to the discontinuity
of the material properties. In this way the layered model, which is often used in studying of nonlinear waves in complex
materials [20,21], is extended by making the layers have stochastic thicknesses. The stochastic thicknesses take into account
the normal distribution of the ellipse sizes and the uniform distribution of geometric probability which describes where
along the ellipse width the wave passes through the ellipse (Fig. 2).
The material in the simulation was modelled as laminate model of three different kinds of layers with different
mechanical properties [23]:
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• pure epoxy layer as an isotropic material: E = 3.7 GPa, ν = 0.4, ρ = 1200 kg/m3 ,
• composite with fabric at 0/90° orientation as transversely isotropic material: E1 = E2 = 70 GPa, G12 = 5 GPa, ν12 =
0.1, ρ = 1600 kg/m3 ,
• composite with fabric at 45°/45° orientation as transversely isotropic material: E1 = E2 = 20 GPa, G12 = 30 GPa, ν12 =
0.74, ρ = 1600 kg/m3 .
The thickness of each separate composite yarn layer was found with
fC (x) =

b 

a2 − x 2 +





2ax − x2 ,

a
and the thickness of its corresponding pure epoxy layer with
f E ( x) =

(1)

√

3b − fC (x)

(2)

where a = N (µa , σa2 ) and b = N (µb , σb2 ) are normal random variables for the semi-axes of the ellipses found from
the distribution of carbon fibre ellipses in the real material (Fig. 1). Therefore the computational model reflects the actual
material due to the randomness of the layer thicknesses being in accordance with the carbon fibre ellipses in actual CFRP
block. Uniform random variable x = U(0, a) is a function of geometric probability which describes where along the ellipse
semi-major axis the wave passes through the ellipse (in the direction of its minor axis) (Fig. 2). The laminate model was
constructed by finding the semi-major axis length a (where mean µa = 0.750 mm, dispersion σa = 0.130 mm) and semiminor axis length b (where mean µb = 0.130 mm, dispersion σb = 0.025 mm) and wave traversing location x which is a
random variable for a pair of layers (composite and epoxy). The composite fabric orientation (90° or 45°) alternated for each
pair (Fig. 2). The model consisted of 50 such pairs which were generated and stacked together. The thicknesses of composite
fabric and epoxy layers were found from Eqs. (1) and (2). As a practical aspect, the thickness of an epoxy layer fE could not
be too small or it prohibited the generation of a good FEM mesh.
2.2.1. Equations
The material in the simulation was assumed to be linearly elastic. The following variational problem was solved [24]:



ρ üδ udV +
V



σij δεij dV −
V


Γ

f · δ udS = 0,

(3)

where u is displacement, ρ is material density, σij is stress, εij is strain and f is traction on surface. Newmark’s method was
used for time stepping (time step ∆ts = 5 · 10−8 s). The constant average acceleration variant of the Newmark’s scheme
has following relations

ü + üs+1

u̇s+1 = u̇s + ∆ts s
,
2
u = u + ∆t u̇ + (∆t )2 üs + üs+1 .
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s
4
From these equations one can express acceleration
4
4
4
üs+1 =
us+1 − üs −
u̇s −
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(∆ts )2
∆ts
(∆ts )2
and substitute ü = üs+1 into Eq. (3). After that the equation for solving the wave motion problem in a layer becomes as
follows:
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This FEM variational model was solved using FEniCS libraries [25].
2.2.2. Boundary conditions
The following boundary conditions (Fig. 2, right) were used in the FEM simulation:

• Excitation signal was introduced by Dirichlet boundary condition on the right hand side of bottom 7 pairs of layers. The
excitation was introduced in 70° angle upwards and lasted for 60 µs.
• Dirichlet boundary condition of zero displacement u1 = 0 on left and u2 = 0 on bottom boundary.
In physical experiments the displacement component u2 was recorded at the top of the sample, at x1 = 5 mm from the
left side of the material (Fig. 2) (equivalent for the receiver placement in the experiment, 9 mm from the free right hand
side in Fig. 1). Since the displacement component u2 was used for signal processing, it was also the component exhibiting
TR-NEWS focusing and the only component shown in the results.
The signal input and output correspond to the physical experiment shown in Fig. 1. There were some differences between
the simulations and the experiments due to computational considerations. Notable differences were that the simulations
considered only the material between and near the transducers, not the whole CFRP object, so the wave field had less space
to travel and reverberate from. Also the simulations did not include losses. The simulations used 60 µs signal length while
the physical experiments had 1280 µs signal length. Obviously, the simulations were in 2D, unlike the physical experiments.
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Fig. 3. Schematic process of TR-NEWS with the virtual transducer concept. (1) The initial broadband excitation Tx (t ) propagates in a medium. (2) Additional
(2 )
echoes coming from interfaces and scatterers in its response Rx could be associated to a virtual source Tx . (3) Applying reciprocity and TR process
to Rx . (4) The time reversed new excitation Tx = Rx (−t ) produces a new response Rx (the TR-NEWS coda yTR (t )) with a spatio-temporal focusing at
z = 0; y = 0; t = tf and symmetric side lobes with respect to the focusing.

Fig. 4. Chirp-coded TR-NEWS signal processing steps in bi-layered aluminium experiment: (1) chirp excitation; (2) output recorded at Rx; (3) crosscorrelation between input and output; (4) focusing resulting from transmitting the time-reversed cross-correlation as a new ultrasonic input.

3. Delayed TR-NEWS signal processing
This section describes the signal processing steps of the delayed TR-NEWS method used identically in simulations
and physical experiments. Both the delayed and the original TR-NEWS methods are two-pass techniques for use in NDT
experiments. The first pass is used to gather information about internal reflections (virtual transducers) in material. The
second pass transmits an optimized excitation which uses these internal reflections to focus the wave under receiving
transducer. Both passes are conducted in the same direction without replacing the transmitting and receiving transducers
with each other. The first steps of the delayed TR-NEWS method coincide with the known TR-NEWS steps. The TR-NEWS
procedure consists of the following steps [1] (outlined in Figs. 3 and 4):
1. The first transmission pass involves transmitting a chirp-coded excitation c (t ) through the medium
c (t ) = A sin (ψ(t )) ,
where ψ(t ) is linearly changing instantaneous phase. In this work, a sweep from 0 to 2 MHz was used.
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2. Simultaneously the chirp-coded coda response y(t ) with a time duration T is recorded
y(t , T ) = h(t ) ∗ c (t ) =


R

h(t − t ′ , T )c (t ′ )dt ′ ,

where h(t − t ′ , T ) is regarded as impulse response of the medium. Here the asterisk denotes convolution and y(t , T ) the
direct response from the receiving transducer when transmitting the chirp excitation c (t ) through the medium.
3. Next the information about the internal reflections Γ (t ) is found by cross-correlating the received response y(t , T ) with
the sent chirp-coded excitation c (t ). This is computed for some time period ∆t,

Γ (t ) =


∆t

y(t − t ′ , T )c (t ′ )dt ′ ≃ h(t ) ∗ c (t ) ∗ c (T − t , T ).

(4)

Here h(t ) ∗ c (t ) ∗ c (T − t , T ) is a pseudo-impulse response. It is proportional to the impulse response h(t ) if using linear
chirp excitation for c (t ) because then Γc (t ) = c (t ) ∗ c (T − t ) = δ(t − T ). Therefore the actual correlation Γ (t ) ∼ h(t )
contains information about the wave propagation paths in complex media. Time reversing the correlation Γ (t ) from the
previous step results in Γ (T − t ) used as a new input signal. This time-reversed Γ (T − t ) is shown in Figs. 3(3) and 4(3).
4. The second pass of the transmission involves re-propagating the new excitation Γ (T − t ) in the same configuration as
the initial chirp, yielding the received signal
yTR (t , T ) = Γ (T − t ) ∗ h(t ) ∼ δ(t − T ),

(5)

where yTR ∼ δ(t − T ) is now the focused signal under receiving transducer where the focusing takes place at time T . This
is because Γ (t ) contains information about the internal reflections of the complex media. Transmitting its time reversed
version Γ (T − t ) eliminates these reflection delays by the time signal reaches the receiver, resulting in the focused signal
yTR (Eq. (5)).
The test configuration must remain constant during all of these steps, otherwise the focusing is lost. The roles of the
transmitting and the receiving transducers are never exchanged. Time reversal in this sense is conducted purely in the
signal processing: it will use the internal reflections to create focusing under the receiving transducer in the second pass of
the ultrasonic transmission. This concludes the signal processing steps for the TR-NEWS procedure which are known and
published [1,3].
The subject of this paper is the delayed TR-NEWS signal processing method, which is based on the TR-NEWS, so it uses
the same initial steps. Its added value over the TR-NEWS is the possibility of changing the focused wave by considering a
single focused yTR signal as a new basis which can be used to build arbitrary wave shapes at the focusing. This is done by
time-delaying and superimposing n time-reversed correlation Γ (T − t ) signals [1] (Fig. 5 left column)

Γs ( T − t ) =

n


ai Γ (T − t + τi ) =

i =0

n


ai Γ (T − t + i∆τ ),

(6)

i=0

where ai is the ith amplitude coefficient and τi the ith time delay. In case of a uniform time delay the ∆τ is the time delay
between the samples. Upon propagating this Γs (t − T ) through the media according to the last step of TR-NEWS, a delayed
scaled shape of signal at the focusing point can be created (Fig. 5 right column). Various optimizations are possible using the
delayed TR-NEWS scheme, for example amplitude modulation, signal improvement and side lobe reduction. It is possible
to counteract the side lobes of a single focusing pulse by its time-delayed and scaled versions, according to the scheme in
Fig. 6.
It is possible to predict the result of the delayed TR-NEWS focusing in a linear material (Fig. 5 right column):
ydTR (t ) =





linearity

ai Γc (T − t + τi ) ∗ h(t ) =
=====

i

=



ai Γc (T − t + τi ) ∗ h(t ) =

i



ai yTR (t − τi ).

(7)

i

The purpose of the linear prediction of the delayed TR-NEWS result is twofold. Firstly it can be used to find optimal delay and
scaling values for the delayed TR-NEWS experiment, using the original focusing peak yTR . Secondly it could be possible to
analyse the differences between the predicted and actual measured delayed TR-NEWS result. The difference could indicate
the magnitude of nonlinear effects, because the prediction relies on the applicability of linear superposition and is found to
be quite accurate in experiments with linear material.
4. Results and discussion
The physical experiments were carried out on bi-layered aluminium and CFRP samples, the simulations only on layered
FEM model of CFRP. Firstly the CFRP simulation and experiment results are compared to establish a link between them. Due
to computational considerations, the signal length of the simulation is 60 µs and in experiment it is 1280 µs. The TR-NEWS
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Fig. 5. Delayed TR-NEWS signal processing steps conducted in bi-layered aluminium, starting from the cross-correlation step (left column) and prediction
of linear superposition of waves (right column): (1) cross-correlation (Eq. (4)); (2) delayed and scaled cross-correlation; (3) linear superposition of two
cross-correlations which becomes the new excitation; (4) focusing (Eq. (5)); (5) delayed and scaled focusing; (6) Linear superposition of the two focusing
peaks.

Fig. 6. Scheme of the side lobe reduction using delayed TR-NEWS: (1) initial yTR focusing with side lobes (Eq. (5)); (2) and (3) scaled and shifted focusing
for eliminating side lobes; (4) resulting ydTR from adding together signals (1)-(3) has reduced side lobes but slightly reduced main peak.

focusing yTR produces the focusing peak in the middle of the signal, therefore this midpoint is taken as point of reference as
‘‘time since focusing’’ to compare the simulation and experiment results. The amplitudes are normalized to the maximum
value of absolute values in line plots. Both the simulations and the experiments use the same chirp c (t ) frequency range
from 0 to 2 MHz. As much as possible, all simulations and experiment parameters are taken to be identical. Particularly the
time delay values are the same when comparing delayed TR-NEWS simulation with experiment.
4.1. Validation of simulations for delayed TR-NEWS
Firstly, the simulations are compared to the experiments for CFRP for single TR-NEWS focusing peak yTR . The close-up of
the peak is shown in Fig. 7. A good agreement between the period of the focusing peak in simulation and experiment can be
seen. Also, the approximate levels of noise in simulation and experiment are similar.
Secondly, the simulation and the experiment are compared in case of delayed TR-NEWS signal processing where five
delays are taken with relative amplitudes ai = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}, and a delay ∆τ = 1 µs between them (Eq. (6)). The
results of the corresponding simulation and experiment are shown in Fig. 8. Again, there is a qualitative correspondence
between the simulation and the experiment.
4.2. Optimization of the focusing peak
Having just one additional delayed focusing peak in delayed TR-NEWS (ai = {1, 1} and ∆τ = 0.25 µs in Eq. (6)),
the width of the focusing is modified and the side lobes decreased. The preliminary verification has been performed on
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Fig. 7. TR-NEWS wave focusing in CFRP, comparison of the TR-NEWS simulation with the physical experiment.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the delayed TR-NEWS CFRP physical experiment and simulation. The five peaks are delayed with intervals ∆τ = 1µs and have
relative amplitudes ai = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}.

Fig. 9. Improvement of focusing in bi-layered aluminium due to delayed TR-NEWS experiment with delay ∆τ = 0.25 µs and ai = {1, 1}.

bi-layered aluminium sample, and later also in CFRP sample and simulations. The effect of such delay (compared to the
original TR-NEWS focusing) on the side lobes of the bi-layered aluminium can be seen in Fig. 9. Much of the side lobe has
been decreased at the expense of some added noise outside the focusing region. The same experiment and simulation have
been conducted in CFRP, using coincidentally the same value ∆τ = 0.25 µs. In CFRP experiment and simulation (Fig. 10),
the improvement is not as pronounced as in case of bi-layered aluminium: the decrease of oscillations adjacent to main
focusing peak is smaller.
In CFRP such 0.25 µs delay mainly modifies the width of the focusing peak itself, making it wider, as can be seen
from experiments and simulations in CFRP in Fig. 10. This property could be used to modify the spatial extent of the
higher amplitude focusing. In these experiments this increase of the width of focused wave is small (Fig. 11) but different
frequencies in different materials could yield better results in widening the area affected by high-amplitude focusing. The
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Fig. 10. Comparison of delayed TR-NEWS in simulation (upper subfigure) and experiment (lower subfigure) with 0.25 µs delay, comparing the widening
of the pulse.

(a) TR-NEWS focusing.

(b) Delayed TR-NEWS focusing.

Fig. 11. Extent of the material affected by high amplitude (Amax > 1) focused wave in case of TR-NEWS focusing and delayed TR-NEWS focusing for
∆τ = 0.25 µs, ai = {1, 1}. Unnormalized results are shown with focusing maximum amplitude Amax > 2.0. Additional video files are available in the
supplementary materials (see Appendix A).

reduction of the side lobe, while noticeable, is small. In the CFRP simulation the focusing amplitude is also lowered from
Amax = 2.27 to Amax = 2.07 due to the delayed TR-NEWS widening of the focusing. The maximum amplitude of the input
excitation was always A = 1.
In all of these experiments and simulations, the delayed TR-NEWS results have been in good accordance with their linear
superposition predictions (Eq. (7)), allowing to fine-tune the delay parameters before conducting the experiment. The small
difference between the prediction and the experiment in bi-layered aluminium with ai = {1, 1}, ∆τ = 0.25 µs can be seen
in Fig. 12. It is clear that the difference between the prediction and the experiment is close to zero at the crests and troughs
of the signal and it has extremal values between them due to slight phase differences between the prediction and the actual
measurement.
4.3. Wave interaction at the focusing point
The simulations are important because they show what happens inside the material. It could be possible to use the
delayed TR-NEWS for examining of nonlinear materials supporting solitary waves and to create an interaction of high
amplitude waves right at the receiving transducer. The simulation results confirm that the focusing under the receiver is
indeed a constructive interaction of several waves and not just a passing of one wave (Fig. 13). The proposed nonlinear
analysis method would rely on delayed TR-NEWS to pump the medium full of energy to be focused near the receiver and
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Fig. 12. Prediction from delayed TR-NEWS signal processing (∆τ = 0.25 µs) versus the results from actual experiment in bi-layered aluminium sample.

Fig. 13. Several separate waves arriving and interacting in CFRP simulation of the focusing.

Fig. 14. Delayed TR-NEWS focusing manipulations in CFRP experiment with three different delay values, showing different moments of converging wave
interaction at the focusing moment.

use time delays to slightly offset the focusing to investigate the interaction of the waves near the receiver. For an experiment
of undamaged CFRP material such delayed signals are shown in Fig. 14. It could be possible to detect nonlinear effects (which
can be caused by material defects [26]) in the focusing region by comparing the measured results to the prediction that is
based on linear superposition assumption (Eq. (7)). Interaction of solitons (instead of linear waves) could also be detected,
for example, by phase difference due to nonlinear interaction [27].
4.4. Arbitrary wave envelope generation
Experiments with bi-layered aluminium sample [22] and CFRP sample show that delayed TR-NEWS method can be used
to generate an arbitrary wave envelope at the focusing point by taking the individual delta signal yTR ∼ δ(t − T ) as a basis
for amplitude modulation (Fig. 15). Such amplitude modulation could be used in a material to generate a low-frequency
component in the focusing point (receiver) of the test setup.
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Fig. 15. Delayed TR-NEWS in CFRP for creating an envelope of special shape at the focusing.

Fig. 16. Results of a delayed TR-NEWS focusing experiment with the CFRP sample: due to using of two time-delayed and scaled copies of the original
signal the size of the side lobes can be reduced significantly compared to normal focusing.

4.5. Side lobe reduction
The side lobe reduction by using two delayed peaks of ai = {1, 1} and ∆τ = 0.25 µs is effective in bi-layered aluminium.
In CFRP experiment, the side lobe reduction is most effective when performed directly by using delayed TR-NEWS on the
side lobes according to scheme in Fig. 6. The process is as follows: the time difference between the side lobe and the main
peak of the original focused signal is taken as delay τi and the amplitude of the side lobe as negative amplitude −ai . This
process is repeated for the other side lobe. Thereafter Eq. (6) is used to sum these signals together to reduce the side lobes.
In physical experiments the side lobe reduction is effective because the frequency content of the peak and the side lobes
matches well (Fig. 16).
5. Conclusions
It has been shown that the results of simulations and experiments match well. Therefore one can conclude that the
simulation shows the nature of the wave field at the focusing point inside the material. By using the simulations and the
experiments together it is possible to conclude several findings about the delayed TR-NEWS signal processing optimization
method which can be important in NDT, especially if the focusing takes place in a region where the nonlinear properties of
the material enable emergence of solitary waves above some threshold of wave energy.
It was shown that the delayed TR-NEWS can be used to modify and widen the focusing peak yTR . This could be used to
enlarge the region affected by the focusing. Solitary waves are evolution waves, which need to propagate in the nonlinear
environment for some length to have an appreciable change of wave shape. Using the delayed TR-NEWS method, the highamplitude focusing area could be widened to an extent necessary to see a wave shape change thanks to the propagation
of the signal through a region of the material with nonlinear effects or a region of a defect. In bi-layered aluminium, the
widening of the focusing was conducted by a two-pulse delay ∆τ = 0.25 µs with equal amplitudes ai = {1, 1}, which also
decreased the side lobes. In case of CFRP the effect of decreasing the side lobes by this particular time-delay was smaller. It
was found that the reduction of the side lobes in CFRP is more effective by applying the delayed TR-NEWS impulses directly
on the side lobes by using additional smaller waves tailored to arrive at the focusing point at the same time and magnitude
as the side lobes but with an opposite amplitude sign.
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It was shown in simulations that the focusing is the result of an interaction between several waves. It was also shown
in the experiments that the delayed TR-NEWS method allows to slightly offset these interactions to capture different wave
interaction moments. In case of linear waves there is little difference between linear superposition prediction and actual
interactions. However, in the presence of nonlinear effects at the focusing point, the actual focusing shape should differ
from the linear superposition. Any differences could then be used to detect local sources of nonlinearities at the focusing
point. Alternatively, pulse inversion could be used for detection of nonlinear effects.
The delayed TR-NEWS method allows to use the single focused peak as a basis of amplitude modulation to create wave
envelopes of arbitrary shapes in the focusing region. This could be used to introduce a low-frequency component into the
material by using a high-frequency transmitter.
Future studies will include the analysis of local nonlinear effects in the focusing region using the proposed delayed TRNEWS signal processing method and performing corresponding FEM simulations. The latter can be used for prediction of
the size of defects in the material.
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Abstra t The intera tion between an a ousti wave and a omplex media has an in rease
interest for nondestru tive testing (NDT) appli ations. For spe i appli ations using nonlinear
imaging, inversion pro edure needs spe i signal pro essing te hniques and new oding s hemes.
This paper tends to show how symmetry analysis an help us to dene new methodologies and
new experimental set-up involving modern nonlinear signal pro essing tools. Generalized TR
(Time Reversal) based NEWS (Nonlinear Elasti Wave Spe tros opy) methods and their asso iate
symmetry skeleton will be taken as an example with some new spatio-temporal signal pro essing
tools. The purpose of this paper is to present the extension of TR-NEWS for skin ageing hara terization. Hysteresis behavior oming from the omplex loading of the skin has been identied
with PM-spa e statisti al approa h, usually asso iate to aging pro ess in NDT. Phenomenologi al
hystereti parameters extra ted will be presented and asso iated to standard parameters used for
skin hara terization. As another appli ation of mixing properties in a wide frequen y range, new
broadband te hniques are needed in the domain of the preservation of ultural heritage. The use
of TR-NEWS based analysis (10 MHz) ombined with a FTIR-based system (wavenumber range
from 3650-650 m-1) has shown a spe i property of the tueau limestone whi h is a mix of
al ite, SiO2 and CaSO4,2H2O whereas other damaged sample is al ite.
Key words: Ultrasoni Testing (UT), Other Methods, signal pro essing, TR-NEWS, nonlinear ultrasoni imaging, nonlinear a ousti testing, nonlinear time reversal

1

Introdu tion

Nondestru tive Testing (NDT) of omplex media is of in reasing importan e, not
only in aeronauti industry, but also in various areas of industry also in luding
modern biomedi al media. A general denition of NDT is a examination, test, or
evaluation performed on any type of test obje t without hanging or altering that
obje t in any way, in order to determine the absen e or presen e of onditions or
defe ts that may have an ee t on the usefulness or servi eability of that obje t[1℄.

Nondestru tive tests are usually ondu ted in order to measure various hara teristi s su h as size, dimension, onguration or stru ture, in luding alloy ontent,
hardness and grain size. NDT, as a te hnology, has seen signi ant growth over the
past 30 years and is onsidered today to be one of the fastest growing te hnologies
from the standpoint of uniqueness and innovation.
With the in rease of modern signal pro essing tools observed during the last 20
years, the area of interest of NDT based innovations an be explored in su h domain
like old or new materials for biomedi al, or within the in reasing demand of inspe tion of an ient materials in the domain of ultural heritage. Among these modern
signal pro essing tools, nonlinear signal pro essing is a new eld of resear h with the
aim to optimize the ex itation of information oming from nonlinear ee ts[2, 3℄.
Within the wide range of possibilities of signal pro essing methods, those using
symmetry properties seems to be more e ient for extra tion of a spe i information. Various nonlinear methods have been investigated in re ent years for the
dete tion of faults and fatigue in arbon-bre reinfor ed omposite materials and
stru tures. However, there is no universally-agreed rationale for whi h te hnique is
best suited to the dete tion of whi h type of defe t. Furthermore, even if su h a rationale were to exist, real-world samples potentially ontain a variety of defe ts (e.g.
mi ro- ra king, delamination and disbonding) indu ed by various damage me hanisms (stress, impa t, heat) su h that no single nonlinear testing te hnique an oer
the optimum inspe tion hoi e in all ir umstan es[4, 5℄.
Various nonlinear methods have been developed in re ent years for defe t dete tion in omplex materials[6, 7℄. The most ommon in lude harmoni and overtone
generation, inter-modulation produ t generation and resonant frequen y shift, also
known as Nonlinear Elasti Wave Spe tros opy (NEWS) methods. Consequently,
new optimized ex itations are needed and, thanks to the analysis of symmetry properties of the system su h as re ipro ity, nonlinear time reversal[8℄ and other pulseinverted (PI) te hniques, a wide range of innovation an be proposed[9℄. This is
the ase of TR-NEWS methods that use pulse-inversion and hirp- oded oding
s hemes[10, 11℄. The intera tion between an a ousti wave and a omplex media
has an in rease interest for NDT appli ations, but also for biomedi al ultrasound.
For spe i appli ations using nonlinear imaging, inversion pro edure needs spe i
signal pro essing te hniques and new oding s hemes[12℄. Nonlinear te hniques use
the fa t that mi ro ra ks and delaminations generate harmoni and/or subharmoni
tones of the frequen y at whi h they are ex ited. As an example, intermodulation
produ t generation whi h is based on the monitoring of nonlinear wave mixing in
the material[7℄ is an alternative and a potentially more sensitive nonlinear method
for defe t dete tion in omposites. In order to onrm these results, this paper tends
to show how symmetry analysis an help us to dene new methodologies and new
experimental set-up involving modern nonlinear signal pro essing tools[13℄.
There is, however, still a need for applying NEWS in a omplex medium where
an adequate knowledge of the initial ex itation and the geometry of the medium
should be known pre isely in order to predi t the ultrasoni propagation with high
e ien y. Consequently, using symmetry invarian e, TR-NEWS methods are supplemented and improved by new ex itations having the intrinsi property of enlarging frequen y analysis bandwidth and time domain s ales, with now both medi al

a ousti s and ele tromagneti appli ations[12℄. Among the family of pulse oded exitation, solitoni oding onstitutes a new s heme in the sense that solitary waves
are the best andidates for pulse propagation in nonlinear and dispersive media[14℄.
Su h spatio-temporal fo using may enable e ient delivery of solitoni optimized
ex itations to a spe i target lo ation within a omplex en losure. This method
has the potential to be applied in many real-word ontexts where the wish to fo us
a ousti energy at a lo ation is impra ti al or impossible. Their robustness during
propagation ould inform aeronauti end-users during monitoring pro ess of layered;
granular, lightweight or fun tionally graded materials.
The purpose of this paper is also to present the extension of TR-NEWS for
skin aging hara terization using the nonlinear time reversal signal pro essing tool
known to lo alize, in a omplex medium, sour es of nonlinearity potentially responsible of omplex material aging. One other aspe t related to the problem of omplex
medium aging is the multis ale aspe t of the nonlinear signature whi h an be studied using PM-spa e. Sin e the validation of nonlinear time reversal methods within
the NDT ommunity[15℄, another elds of appli ations have been investigated reently. One an ite landmine dete tion, omposite and e hodentography[16℄. The
NEWS methods have been shown to improve ra ks dete tion and might, therefore,
also be advantageous in medi al diagnosti ultrasound applied to e hodentography.
All of theses appli ations on ern aging hara terization or degradation in a omplex
medium. Linear and nonlinear behavior of skin elasti ity is measured lo ally thanks
to an a ousto-me hani al loading of the skin ondu ted with INSTRON loading
ma hines spe i ally optimized for biomaterials. Hystereti behavior oming from
the omplex loading of the skin is identied with PM-spa e statisti al approa h,
usually asso iate to ageing pro ess in NDT. Phenomenologi al hystereti parameters extra ted is presented and asso iated to standard parameters used for skin
hara terization.
Finally as another appli ation of mixing properties in a wide frequen y range,
new broadband te hniques are needed in the domain of the preservation of ultural
heritage. This is an interdis iplinary hallenge whi h needs the expertise of many
s ienti dis iplines as well as hemistry, physi , opti s, et . Advan ed signal and
image pro essing for art and ultural heritage investigation is a topi of major interest in order to provide a quantitative sour e of information to art historians.
The Loire Valley in Fran e has a diversied ultural heritage, in luding monuments
where the mainly onstru tion units is stone. Most astles were built with two
Fren h highly porous limestone alled Ri hemont and tueau limestones. The obje tive of this paper is to investigate TR-NEWS for skin aging[17℄ and for tueau
limestone hara terization (Fig.3) whi h are both subje ted to a growing area of
resear h.

2 The Strategy of Symmetry Analysis
Invarian e with respe t to time is one of the properties of a more general algebrai
approa h that is applied in physi s whi h uses intrinsi symmetries for the simpli ation and the analysis of omplex systems. Symmetry analysis is a framework of
the bases of a systemi approa h aimed at using absolute symmetries like Time Re-

versal (TR), re ipro ity between emitters and re eivers, and others. These methods
are highly strategi in the sense that they ondu t improvement of the measurements so as to optimize the determination of nonlinear properties extra ted with
oded ex itations (e.g. pulse-inversion PI or hirp- oded pro esses, et .) with the
virtual in rease of the ee tive bandwidth of the ex itation. Coded ex itations and
signal pro essing is now onsidered as an e ient way for imaging the omplexity in
bio-materials with hierar hi al properties[18℄. A urate analysis of nonlinear time
reversal systems needs the use of new methods of signal pro essing[19℄. Most of
systems used in engineering presents a level of nonlinearity that was onsidered negligible and in luded in the small sto hasti part of the noise. Modern engineering
is developed now by onsidering this sto hasti part of the nonlinear signature as
a new ve tor of information oming from the omplex system under study[9℄. The
huge variety of information extra ted from this small sto hasti part of the response
oming from a omplex system indu es an in rease of un ertainty asso iate to the
linear part. This linear part, with its underlying hypothesis of stationarity and determinism, should be onsequently asso iated to a grater un ertainty if the system
under study presents intrinsi ally a omplex stru ture with mesos opi properties,
memory ee ts, pre onditioning, and aging. Of ourse, these properties are breaking
now the stationarity hypothesis impli itly assumed in any linear signal pro essing,
sin e linear systems theory dominates the eld of engineering. This onsequen e
ompletely justies this strategy to use nonlinear signal pro essing tools.

3 Generalized TR based NEWS multimodal instrumentation
Re ent years there has been a onsiderable development of TR based NEWS methods using invarian e with respe t to TR and re ipro ity, both in numeri al and
experimental aspe ts. These methods were pra ti ally elaborated as the well-known
TR-NEWS methods[20℄. Chirp- oded pulse ex itation[10, 11℄ is proposed for improving the SNR of ultrasound imaging. Nevertheless, the hirp- oded pulse elongated that the axial resolution of an ultrasound image. Thus, pulse ompression
te hnique is utilized to improve the axial resolution of the images. However, it is
still la king the information about the ee ts of hirp- oded pulse, whi h was modulated with dierent window fun tions, in onjun tion with dierent strain analysis
algorithms upon the qualities of imaging. The aim of this study is development of
advan ed TR-NEWS methods with hirp- oded ex itation for assessing biome hani al properties of por ine skin and for NDT of limestones studied within ultural
heritage appli ations. Improvement of TR-NEWS has been ondu ted with oded
ex itation using hirp frequen y ex itation and the on ept was presented and validated in the ontext of NDE imaging[9℄. The hirp- oded TR-NEWS method uses
TR for the fo using of the broadband a ousti hirp- oded ex itation. The method
onsist in the su essive steps :
 emission of a linear frequen y sweep signal (the hirp- oded ex itation)
 re ording of the response to the emitted signal (the hirp- oded oda)
 omputation of the pseudo-impulse response whi h is the orrelation between

the hirp- oded ex itation and its response

Figure 1: The four elementary steps of the multi-modal TR-NEWS method : (a) after the ex itation of a broadband initial ex itation (a short pulse here), the re orded
initial response (b) is averaged, ltered, time reversed ( ) and rebroad asted as a
time-reversed ex itation with the same experimental onditions. The optimized ex itation based on this TR-NEWS approa h is used for extra tion of the lo al nonlinear
signature lo ated in the time domain with respe t to the maximun and the side lobes
of the ross orrelation fun tion given by the fo used signal (d). The multimodal
property ome from the fa t that the fo using is in rease thanks to the use of a
broadband multi-physi s modality (US LF and HF, opti s, et .).
 re ording of the response to the time-revered emitted pseudo-impulse ex ita-

tion ( hirp- oded TR-NEWS oda)

In order to des ribe hirp- oded TR-NEWS pro ess in terms of a time-invariant
system, we onsider a hirp ex itation c(t) send in a medium with impulse response
h21 (t). As des ribed s hemati ally for a simple medium (Fig.1), side lobes ould be
interpreted with ross- orrelations fun tions and present a symmetry property with
respe t to the fo using time tf . The hirp- oded TR-NEWS method uses TR for
the fo using of the broadband a ousti hirp- oded ex itation. In order to des ribe
hirp- oded TR-NEWS pro ess in terms of a time-invariant system, we onsider a
hirp ex itation c(t) = A cos(2πf (t)t) where f (t) = At + f0 send in a medium with
impulse response h21 (t). The hirp- oded oda responseR y(t, T ) re orded for a nite
time duration T is given by y(t, T ) = h21 (t) ∗ c(t) = R h(t − t′ , T )c(t′)dt′ , where
h(t−t′ , T ) is an approximation of the (linear) Green's fun tion that satisfy the linear
wave equation. The orrelation Γ(t), omputed during ∆t, is given by
Γ(t) =

Z

∆t

y(t − t′ , T )c(t′)dt′ ≃ h(t) ∗ c(t) ∗ c(T − t, T ),

(1)

and is alled the pseudo-impulse response. Γ(t) is also proportional to the impulse
response h(t) if Γc (t) = c(t) ∗ c(−t) = δ(t). Under these hypothesis, Γ(t) an be
onsidered proportional to the impulse response (referred as the oda) of the medium
and used for enhan ing the TR-NEWS fo using. If Γ(t) is time reversed and used as
a new ex itation, the response yT R (t) of the medium ( alled hirp- oded TR-NEWS

oda) is then given by
yT R (t, T ) = Γ(T − t) ∗ h21 (t) = Γh (T − t, T ),

(2)

and provides the linear auto orrelation of the system whi h peaks at t = T and
indu es a spatial fo using at the re eiver. All this theory is valid under linear behavior of the medium represented by its impulse response h21 (t). Any sour e of
nonlinearity in the system will result to a perturbation of this method, and will
indu e additional terms in Eqs.(1-2). When fo using is performed inside a reverberating medium, like the skin or the Tueau limestone, the ee tive aperture of
the TR-NEWS pro ess be omes virtually innite. Indeed, the impulse response
omputed using previous equations be ome sharp. This orresponds to an innite
aperture (sour es surrounding the fo us) produ ing a fo al area used for analyzing
the medium.
4

TR-NEWS for skin imaging monitoring

The measurement of skin's me hani al properties (nonlinearity, anisotropy, and visoelasti ity) is important in several elds, in luding medi ine and osmeti s, and
present a huge dispersion depending on age, gender, physi al size of individual and
lo ation on the body (forearms, fa e, et ). Small hanges in the me hani al properties are very sensitively ree ting many diseases. Their inuen e on the appearan e
of aging, and their role indi ating disease and pathologies is also a so ietal goal
of biome hani al resear h[17, and ref. therein℄. Hysteresis is a phenomenon that
o urs in ferromagneti and ferroele tri materials, as well as in the deformation of
some mesos opi materials, whi h are exible or ompressible. For example, sand
ro k[21℄, whi h is one of the example of non lassi al nonlinear materials, for whi h
hysteresis behavior is one of the key properties. In ele troni s, hysteresis is produ ed by positive feedba k to avoid an os illation. Today hysteresis and memory
based modeling is one of the most interesting and hallenging elds of innovation in
many engineering appli ations su h as a tuators. It seems to be a promising way
to understand mesos opi properties of biome hani al materials. Like porous materials hara terized by anisotropy, nonlinearity, hysteresis and sus eptibility to uid
sorption, we propose in this paper to study human skin with a multis ale model
where ea h state is dened by a set of internal parameters a ting on the element.
The other onsequen e is a pragmati analysis swarming by phenomenologi al approa hes in the family of PM models. The a urate extra ted information oming
from su h systems needs to be asso iated to the symmetry hypothesis of the underlying mesos opi stru ture with respe t to s aling ee ts responses.
The behavior of PM spa e responses with respe t to the optimized various types
of signals with the PM spa e theory was studied. The PM spa e model has a
prominent future in the modeling of vis oelasti behavior of omplex materials. It
has been re ently proposed for understanding physi al me hanism in luding porosity, amorphous or rystalline bonding material and pre-existing ra ks, magneti s,
magnetostri tive and shape memory, and smart stru ture omponents. With this
representation and its identi ation and lassi ation, the physi al response (ele trial for ele tromagneti relays, or a ousto-me hani al biomaterial like the skin) an

TR-NEWS experimental set-up for a ousto-me hani al imaging of the
por ine skin aging (a,b) and for the aging hara terization of Tueau limestones

Figure 2:
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Skin PM spa e for memory analysis extra ted from hystereti strainstress measurements ondu ted on ex vivo por ine skin. Optimization of the strainstress urve indu es a PM spa e with 600 hysterons distributed along a Guyer
distribution[17℄. This original result onstitutes the rst PM-spa e identi ation
of vis oelasti and/or hystereti properties of the skin under uniaxial loading.
Figure 3:

be predi ted. Sin e the strain-stress hara teristi
loading is hara terized by hystereti

of por ine skin under in reasing

behavior, the pre onditonning signature will

be investigated with the obje tive of extra ting the memory of the skin[18℄.

5 Cultural heritage and new NDT multimodal imaging
Ele tromagneti

waves with Terahertz (THz) frequen ies or

orresponding sub-

millimeter wavelenght are asso iated to the range between infrared and mi rowaves.
These properties give to the THz frequen y range an interesting future for new appliations in NDT. Besides se urity appli ations, THz te hnologies for NDT are about
to enter markets as pharma euti s and the

omposite industries[22℄, but also for

studying NDT on histori al heritage. Stru tural maintenan e of histori al buildings
requires knowledge based strategies to keep under

ontrol all parameters governing

the stru tural integrity of these histori al buildings, and parti ularly a robust mon-

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a): ATD/DSC analysis of the Tueau limestone. The slope temperature

was hosen to 10°C/mn. The transition observed at 800°C orresponds to the CaCO3
de omposition. (b): FTIR analysis performed in the frequen y range [3650:650℄ m−1
where CaCO3 vibration modes are identied.

itoring. In order to test TR-NEWS approa h for NDT of the ne art obje ts and
the ultural and histori al heritage, some preliminary tests have been ondu ted on
Tueau limestones. The obje tive is to onrm the interest of using multi-physi s
laser based imaging methods for low- ost ultrasound sensor for the dete tion of
defe ts[23℄.
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Figure 5: TR-NEWS pseudo impulse response (a) and ross orrelation fun tion (b).
The skin signature is lo ated near the maximun of the ross orrelation fun tion.
As seen in Fig.5, the hirp- oded ex itation c(t) with ∆f ∈ [0.1 : 1.5] MHz
is plotted in the time domain with ∆t = fNe = 64000
= 1.28 ms. The pseudo50e6
impulse response given by Eq.1 is plotted in the time domain after ltering with a
20.75 MHz low-pass lter and Na = 148 averages. The pseudo-impulse properties has
been ompared in the time and the frequen y domains. The reverberant properties
(in the time domain) of the skin and the Tueau limestone have been rea hed as
observed in (a).

6 Con lusions and perspe tives
The use of TR-NEWS based analysis (50 MHz) ombined with a FTIR-based system
(wavenumber range from 2000-800 m-1) has shown a spe i property of the tueau
limestone whi h is a mix of al ite, SiO2 and CaSO4,2H2O whereas other damaged
sample is al ite. In the future, the ultrasound nonlinear imaging system should
be used on human subje ts to demonstrate the feasibility of olle ting in vivo data.
The obje tive to extend this modern approa h to skin and human brain, from whose
memory ee ts are urrently admitted, gives to this approa h a promising future
for modern engineering, and medi al biome hani al imaging. Con erning ultural
heritage appli ations, we believe that TR-NEWS and its multi-modal aspe t in luding US and FTIR te hniques will benet art olle tion ommunity as a whole, and
further emphasize s ientist's ontribution to the ultural heritage as well.
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An accurate description of soft biomechanical tissues is an open problem in many fields, with
applications ranging from medical imaging and characterisation of tissue aging to medical simulations. Skin is one of these highly complex tissues which is difficult to model due to its nonclassically nonlinear effects such as hysteresis, memory effects and viscoelasticity. A promising
model for describing the mechanical behaviour of skin is the Preisach–Mayergoyz model.
The goal of this paper is to present a fully synchronised acoustomechanical method for finding
the elasticity and hysteresis parameters of an ex vivo skin sample. The coupled test equipment
enables to measure nonclassical nonlinearity of porcine skin using a novel setup for mechanically
loading a test object and conducting ultrasonic measurements in a synchronised fashion. The
skin sample is uniaxially loaded into quasistatic tension with a sinusoidal load path of increasing
amplitude and offset. Ultrasonic tests up to 5 MHz range are conducted along the thickness of
the sample. The mechanical extension forms the hysteresis loops in the strain-stress plane while
the ultrasonic testing equipment with the Time Reversal – Nonlinear Elastic Wave Spectroscopy
signal processing method focuses the high intensity acoustic energy to measure the hysteresis and
elasticity parameters of skin under various mechanical loadings. The multiscale properties of the
skin are revealed from the hysteresis measurements from both synchronised data sets. This test
setup could also used for other kinds of nonclassically nonlinear materials.
Keywords: skin, acoustomechanical testing, hysteresis, nonlinearity

1.

Introduction

A novel testing method is developed for measuring the parameters for a mechanical model for
the skin using modern ultrasonic Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) methods coupled with mechanical
excitations. Skin is a multiscale material with complex properties, including memory effects, hysteresis, creep, and nonlinearity [1, 2]. Its mechanical behaviour is here modelled by Preisach–Mayergoyz
1
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(PM) hysteresis model [3], for which finding parameters can be difficult due to the number of model
parameters and large variance between material samples [4].
Accurate characterization of the properties of the skin tissue could be valuable for surgery simulation, medical ultrasonic imaging, disease diagnostics, research on skin aging and skin damage and
many other problems in medicine and cosmetics. Skin properties can have large variance between
people or even location on the body of a person and in time, making measurements complex [5].
Several approaches have been used to measure the biomechanical properties of the skin and its
accurate description remains to be an open research problem. In previous studies it has been found
that using computer optimization routines, it is possible to find good parameter estimates for the
PM hysteresis model to describe the mechanical parameters of skin under tension test. The works
preceding this paper have discussed biomechanical properties, memory and aging effects of skin and
statistical determination of PM parameters for various statistical distributions [6, 7].
In this paper a novel testing apparatus is presented which can be used to measure the nonlinear
and hysteresis properties of the skin tissue ex vivo. The mechanical and acoustical excitations of
a skin sample are coupled to probe the nonlinear mechanical effects of skin. The synchronization
of different measurement devices allows an even further optimization of the mechanical parameter
search. The automatic coupling between the different devices enables to speed up the testing process, to have finer control over complex relaxation and viscoelasticity effects. The automation of the
measuring process allows to measure statistical distribution of the mechanical properties of the test
objects, which can additionally depend on the loading, extension, their history or time properties.
The acoustical measurement of the test object for this setup prototype utilizes the Time Reversal –
Nonlinear Elastic Wave Spectroscopy (TR-NEWS) ultrasonic testing method [8, 9].

2.

Experimental setup and theory

The acoustomechanical test setup (Fig. 1) consists of Camera IDS, 1:2.8 50mm 30.5 TAMRON
lens and an Electromechanical Load Frame MTS Criterion model C43, with a load cell MTS model
LPB.502, max 500N, sensitivity 2.055 mV/V. The TR-NEWS Data Aquisition (DAQ) system is designed by Juvitek TRA-02 (0.02 – 5 MHz). For synchronization and amplification, amplifier ENI
model A150 (55 dB at 0.3–35 MHz), pulse generator GPG-8018G as pulse extender. Chosen sensors
were shear wave transducer Technisonic ABFP-0202-70 (2.25 MHz) for emission and longitudinal
wave transducer Panametrics V155 (5 MHz) for reception.
In the test setup prototype, the timestamps of the ultrasonic tests are used as synchronization
points. The load frame, camera and load cell are controlled by one computer, the TRA-2 DAQ by
another. Amplifier is used to amplify the signals from the TRA-2 to the transmitting shear wave transducer. For the synchronization, the TRA-2 emits a short sync pulse whenever it is in transmission,
which is extended and amplified by a signal generator and then fed into the load frame digital input.
The software controlling the load frame reads this input signal to write the synchronization points (as
date time group and time vector point) into the experiment file. On the TRA-2 side (acoustic measurement), the synchronization is conducted similarly: the experiment output files have the current
date time group in the filename. In post-processing, the strain from video is calculated and all the
signals, including acoustic measurement points, are synchronized.
Since the TR-NEWS procedure relies on two transmissions for one measurement, then two synchronization pulses are sent by TRA-2 per one full TR-NEWS measurement, which is counted accordingly by the load frame controlling software. In future, a more optimal solution would be to
control all of the experiment by a single computer and solve the synchronization purely in software
or establish a two-way communication between the controlling computers. For the prototype, the
TRA-2 controlling computer is acting as the master and the one controlling the load frame acts as the
slave. The prototype setup has room for improvement on procedural aspects, but this does not affect
the outcome of the experiments.
2
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To start the experiment, the extension load path is imported into the load frame controller. Arbitrary load paths, within physical limits, are possible. The load frame starts moving when the first
full TR-NEWS test is completed. After that it follows the prescribed path, stopping for the duration
of each new TR-NEWS test. Since the TR-NEWS test is automated and can be conducted fully by a
single click of a button, then this results in only short (∼ 8 s) plateaus in the extension for the duration
of ultrasonic test. The possibility of arbitrary load path enables to investigate the influence of loading
speed, which can be important in analysing the energy dissipation mechanism of skin [7]. In this
study, a quasistatic loading is used.

Mechanical
traction and
load DAQ

DIC

Acoustical
measurement
DAQ

Data synchronisation

Combined measurement

Figure 1: Coupling of the mechanical and
acoustical measurements (DIC – Digital Image Correlation)

2.1

Figure 2:
DIC frame with displacement
markers added in post-processing. The extension is toward right (video available at [10]).

Digital image correlation

It is difficult to extend the skin sample in the load frame to result in uniform strain in the sample.
This is because skin is not homogeneous, it has varying mechanical properties and the clamps used to
grip the skin can damage it near the clamp or it can slip out. For these reasons, a more accurate way
of measuring the displacement field is needed. Here the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) method is
used [11]. Therefore, the extension is filmed, and the images are processed to reveal the displacement
field of the region of interest, frame by frame. Although commercial and open-source solutions
exist for DIC, a new prototype code was developed in Python for flexibility reasons, making use
of packages scipy [12] and scikit-image [13] for the data and image processing (Fig. 2). Video is
available at [10].
2.2

Preisach–Mayergoyz model for hysteresis in skin

The PM hysteresis model was originally developed for ferromagnetic and ferroelectric materials,
but later found use in nonequilibrium dynamics of mesoscopic materials [6, 14, 15] and from there to
various applications concerning distributed microdamage in materials [16]. In addition to hysteresis
itself, this model allows to describe the properties of elasticity and nonlinearity in the material [17].
When microdamage is present in biological materials, high levels of nonlinearity, including hysteresis,
is found.
The PM hysteresis model assumes that the material is composed of a large number of small elastic
particles (units, cracks, elementary cells etc.). These elementary cells, or hysterions, are Preisach’s
operators γ̂Pc ,Po . The hysterions can be in closed or open state and parameters Pc and Po represent the
ICSV24, London, 23-27 July 2017
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hysterions’ closing and opening values (Po ≤ Pc ). The hysterion can be expressed as follows:

u(t) ≤ Po ,

 −1,
1,
u(t) ≥ Po ,
γ̂Pc ,Po (u (t)) =

 k,
u(t) ∈ (Po , Pc ),
where u(t) is an input signal and
(
1, if ∃t∗ : u(t∗ ) > Pc
k=
−1, if ∃t∗ : u(t∗ ) < Pc

and ∀τ ∈ (t∗ , t),
and ∀τ ∈ (t∗ , t),

u(τ ) ∈ (Po , Pc ),
u(τ ) ∈ (Po , Pc ).

(1)

(2)

Applying the input signal u(t), the PM space output y(t) is described and results the integrated
stress contribution from the skin, which is composed of a large number of hysterons, which is
then
in the discrete case, y(t) =
RR
PN expressed as a linear combination of final number of hysterons
µ(P
,
P
)γ̂
(u(t)),
or
in
the
continuous
case
y(t)
=
µ(Pc , Po )γ̂Pc ,Po (u(t))dPc dPo ,
c
o
P
,P
c
o
i
i
i=1
Po ≤Pc
i
i
where µ(Pc , Po ) is probability function and u(t) is the input signal, and N is the number of hysterons
of the PM space. The distribution µ of PM space could be one of the following: random distribution,
normal random, Guyer distribution used for PM space characterisation of rocks [18] , or von Mises
distribution of fibers [7]. Main task in the field of elasticity PM space modeling is the identification
of probability density function µ(Pc , Po ). The primary goal is to determine the density of hysterons
in PM space only from the knowledge of hysteresis curve and the input signal corresponding to the
loading protocol.
For the purposes of this study, PM space model can be used to describe the multiscale properties
of the porcine skin test object: i) large amplitude, quasistatic deformation is induced by the load
frame; and ii) small amplitude, high-frequency wideband deformation is induced by the TR-NEWS
ultrasonic testing. In the simplest theory, the hysteresis loops should be self-similar regardless of
their amplitude. Supposing that an ultrasonic testing is conducted inside the large-scale quasistatic
hysteresis loop, then the corresponding hysteresis loops should look like in Fig. 3. The small scale
hysteresis (from ultrasonic measurement) should indicate the density of hysterions near that particular
small region (region inside the small hysteresis loop) of the current quasistatic strain and stress.

ultrasonic
hysteresis
loop
stress

nonlinear
output

quasi-static
hysteresis
loop

sinusoidal
input
strain

Figure 3: Illustration of acoustomechanical measurement of multiscale hysteresis properties. The
material nonlinearity and hysteresis is measured using ultrasonic small amplitude input at the stress
and strain level reached with quasistatic large amplitude excitation.

2.3

TR-NEWS signal processing

There has been recent active research on modeling nonclassically nonlinear effects in biomaterials using memory-based phenomenological approaches. Nonclassically nonlinear effects can show
4
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aging and degradation in mesoscopic materials and biomaterials (such as teeth [19], skin and bone).
TR-NEWS testing method can take advantage of multimodal ultrasonic imaging to study the mechanical properties of materials under the PM model. Nonlinear time reversal methods provide the
means to detect, localize and image the structural damage in a complex medium, thanks to the use of
advanced signal processing techniques based on multiscale analysis and multimodal imaging. In TRNEWS the reverberant properties of a test object are advantageous for the signal-processing induced
ultrasonic focusing, due to the method relying on internal reflections for the wave focusing process.
Consequently it is suitable for use in multiscale skin mechanical properties’ characterisation.
The first step of the TR-NEWS signal processing is the transmission and reception of a chirp (or
broadband) signal in the test object. In this work, the chirp signal span from 0 to 5 MHz linearly.
The cross-correlation function between the sent and received signals contains the information of the
internal reflections, due to orthogonality of the changing harmonic component of the chirp signal.
Thereafter the cross-correlation is time-reversed and resent in the same direction as the chirp. The
time-reversal of the cross-correlation (information of internal reflections) produces a wave focusing
at the receiving transducer, containing the main signal and its sidelobes. Additional optimization
possibilities of the TR-NEWS method are available using delayed TR-NEWS method [9].
In presence of nonlinear effects in the test object, the symmetry breaking of TR-NEWS signal
could be measured by the “loss of symmetries”. In other words, the sidelobes of the TR-NEWS
focused signal could contain the information about the nonlinearities, including hysteresis, in the
material properties.

3.

Results

Figure 4 compares the strain calculated from extension, strain from image processing and the
loading. The test sample is excited with sinusoidal excitation with increasing amplitude and base
value. In random times during the test, the extension is stopped for 8 seconds to conduct the TRNEWS measurement. These measurement points are shown by the plateaus in extension data and
also by points in Fig. 5. During each measurement, a precise and discrete time moment is captured
by acoustic and mechanical test setups which is later used to synchronize the measurement data.
The strain calculated from the video follows closely the features in the load frame extension data
and matches well with load frame loading data. Moreover, the strain from the image correlation
shows physical features of the test sample which the load frame extension cannot capture, such as
viscoelasticity and relaxation under load. At around 500 seconds of the testing time (Fig. 4), the skin
reaches its elastic limit and starts to slip out of the load frame clamps.
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Figure 4: Strain calculated from load frame
extension versus strain from DIC and loading
of the material
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3.1

Hysteresis curves

The test setup allows to compute successfully the true strain and the actual hysteresis curves. Fig. 6
shows the hysteresis curves computed with the strain calculated from the load frame extension versus
strain calculated from the video by DIC. It is apparent that the true strain, calculated from the video,
contains noise but makes more physical sense. The TR-NEWS measurement points, where extension
is stopped, show the relaxation effects in the true strain (from video), while the load frame strain
cannot show that (Fig. 7). This results in smaller true hysteresis curve area, accuracy of which is very
important for parameter fitting with PM space theory. Additionally, when the loading is resumed, the
true strain hysteresis curves continue along the old path. Therefore the true strain is what should be
mainly used for hysteresis analysis. The noise of the true strain can be optimized by better lightning
conditions and camera setup and by taking care in selecting the region of interest in the video file to
be analysed. Additionally, a low pass filter could be experimented with for smoothing the noise in the
DIC data. The nonclassically nonlinear model can be improved to take into account the viscoelastic
effects, such as the relaxation visible in these results. The TR-NEWS measurement points are shown
by round markers in Fig. 7. These markers indicate at which load and strain values the multiscale
measurements (Section 2.2) are conducted.
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Figure 6: Hysteresis loops using the true
strain calculated by DIC, compared with hysteresis from load frame data
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Figure 7: A single hysteresis loop in the test
in the timespan from 550 s until 675 s, with
round markers showing the synchronization
points of TR-NEWS measurements

TR-NEWS measurements of nonlinearity

In the experiment shown here, 73 TR-NEWS measurements were captured, at various strains and
stresses. Fig. 5 shows a selection of these points. Comparing some TR-NEWS measurements taken
at approximately the same strain levels (points 18, 20, 34, 41 and 48 in Fig. 5), it can be seen from
their TR-NEWS focusing sidelobes in Fig. 8 that as the cycle count of the skin sample increases, the
sidelobe part of the TR-NEWS signal increases, which can indicate damage in the material.
Although previous measurements were taken at the same strain, their stresses were different
(Fig. 5). Nevertheless the changing stress at constant strain is not what changes the sidelobe amplitude: comparing the TR-NEWS measurements for approximately constant stress (points 25, 31,
33, 38, 40 and 47 in Fig. 5), then again as time and damage increase, the amplitude of the sidelobe
part of the TR-NEWS measurements rise (Fig. 9), indicating the increase of nonlinearities.
The increase of sidelobe amplitude with increasing damage to the skin sample is small but sure.
In the future experiments, larger sample size needs to be analysed and the nonlinearity linked to some
measure of hysteresis in the loops. It would also be possible to use different methods of investigating
6
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the nonlinearity using advanced optimization techniques of TR-NEWS signal processing, such as
pulse inversion or delayed TR-NEWS [9].
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Figure 8: TR-NEWS focusing measurements
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Conclusion

A novel fully synchronized acoustomechanical testing setup has been presented here, which links
together a load frame with arbitrary extension load path, load measurement, video extension measurement for determining true strain field for the soft test object, and modern ultrasonic nonlinear testing
method. This setup allows to measure the nonlinearity, hysteresis, creep and other complex multiscale
mechanical properties of the test object in an automated way. The automation of the measurement is
useful for the future use of high-speed measurements for determining the statistical distributions of
the mechanical properties of the test object. This measurement setup is promising for wide variety of
test objects, including but not limited to skin, and enables to also use other modern ultrasonic testing
methods.
The purpose of this work was to present the acoustomechanical measurement system. The full
analysis of the measurement results for skin or other complex materials using this system is left
for the future. Therefore the results presented here have not yet been optimized and instead serve
as demonstration for the multiscale hysteresis experiments which can be conduced on a complex
nonclassically nonlinear material, such as skin. A more focused experimental work is needed to
analyse the nonlinearities in the skin sample and characterize the skin tissue fully using statistical PM
hysteresis theory.
Possible improvements to the measurement system presented here include controlling all of the
measurement equipment by a single computer and solving the synchronization in software, having an
option of preselecting the load frame extension or load values at which the TR-NEWS measurements
are conducted, and improving the TR-NEWS measurement software to speed up the measurement
process to minimize the relaxation effects.
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Abstract
A finite element method simulation of a carbon fibre
reinforced polymer block is used to analyse the nonlinearities arising from a contacting delamination gap
inside the material. The ultrasonic signal is amplified
and nonlinearities are analysed using delayed Time
Reversal – Nonlinear Elastic Wave Spectroscopy signal processing method. This signal processing method
allows to focus the wave energy onto the receiving
transducer and to modify the focused wave shape,
allowing to use several different methods, including
pulse inversion, for detecting the nonlinear signature
of the damage. It is found that the small crack with
contacting acoustic nonlinearity produces a noticeable
nonlinear signature when using pulse inversion signal
processing, and even higher signature with delayed
time reversal, without requiring any baseline information from an undamaged medium.

1

Introduction

In the past, the use of carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) has been limited to non-structural parts
of high-tech aeronautical products. In recent times,
due to the effort of weight reduction and product lifetime enhancement, the application areas of CFRP
have widened to the load-bearing parts of the aeronautical, automotive and civil engineering products.
Due to the increased demands on the strength of the
CFRP products and possible complex failure mechanisms, the Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) methods
of CFRP have been an important applied and academic problem.
The complex failure mechanisms of CFRP include
microcracking and delamination. Microcracking can
occur at lower loads or due to aging and can be difficult to examine using ultrasonic NDT. With increased
loading, the damage can evolve to delaminations, a
very fine cracking between the layers of the CFRP.
These damages are difficult to detect using ultrasonic

methods due to their small thicknesses. The damage
can exhibit itself as a contact acoustical nonlinearity (CAN) [1]. A statistical distribution of microcracks or delamination damage in the material could
also be described by hysteresis in a continuum material model [2, 3, 4]. This can also be applicable for
other materials than CFRP, for example biological tissues [5, 6].
Nonlinear ultrasonic methods known as Nonlinear
Elastic Wave Spectroscopy (NEWS) methods, have
been in development for detecting and localizing fatigue and micro-crack damage by their nonlinear effects [7, 8]. The detection of harmonic overtones
is one of the simplest measures of nonlinearities [9].
Many nonlinear analysis methods not requiring filtering have been developed, for example scaling subtraction method [10, 11] or Pulse Inversion (PI) with its
generalizations [12, 13], and applications of Time Reversal (TR) using scattering as new sources.
In this paper we demonstrate how to apply the delayed TR-NEWS signal processing method [14] for
detecting the nonlinear signature of a single small
crack in CFRP as CAN. In the Finite Element
Method (FEM) simulation, the CFRP is modelled as
anisotropic, layered medium. The ultrasonic signal
is focused by TR-NEWS to the region of the material with the defect. The nonlinear signature of the
crack is detected by PI and compared with the delayed
TR-NEWS method, which allows to create arbitrary
wave envelope at the focusing region of TR-NEWS.
It is used here to create an interaction of waves near
the damage. The signature of the damage appears
as the nonlinear effect of the wave interaction on the
contacting crack. This signal processing requires only
one transmitting and one receiving transducer. The
effectiveness of the delayed TR-NEWS method has
been shown in the previous work by physical experiments and simulations in undamaged and linear materials [14]. In this paper, the FEM simulation model
is advanced further by including absorbing boundary
conditions and the contacting crack defect in the material.
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2

Mathematical and simulation
model

This section describes the simulation which is based
on a physical experiment. It shows some important
points about the mathematical model, the delayed
TR-NEWS signal processing and the FEM simulation. Detailed information about the delayed TRNEWS method is available at [14]. The derivation
of mathematical and FEM model is discussed more
in detail in [15], including the implementation of the
absorbing boundary conditions, CAN and comparison
of the FEM code used here with linear material code
based on FEniCS library.

2.1

Mathematical model

The test object is a CFRP block consisting of 144
layers (Fig. 1). It is composed of fabric woven from
yarns of fibre and impregnated with epoxy. The crosssection of the yarns have elliptical shape (Fig. 2) and
the material has inclusions of pure epoxy, so a wave
propagating through the material will encounter yarns
(fibres with epoxy) and areas of pure epoxy.

Figure 2: The layered structure of the CFRP with the
fabric yarns in tight packing and epoxy in the voids

The three different kind of layers have the following
mechanical properties: i) isotropic pure epoxy: E =
3.7 GPa, ν = 0.4, ρ = 1200 kg/m3 ; ii) transversely
isotropic composite with 0/90◦ weave: E1 = E2 =
70 GPa, G12 = 5 GPa, ν12 = 0.1, ρ = 1600 kg/m3 ;
and iii) transversely isotropic composite with 45◦ /45◦
weave: E1 = E2 = 20 GPa, G12 = 30 GPa, ν12 =
0.74, ρ = 1600 kg/m3 . For the simulation, a laminate
model was constructed using 50 pairs of epoxy and
carbon fibre layers, where carbon fibre weave direction
alternated between each pair.

Figure 1: (Colour online) CFRP block in the test configuration with transmitting transducer on side and
receiving on top
The simulation is in time domain, since the TRNEWS procedure relies on transient echoes and complex wave motion for the wave energy focusing process. Due to the heavy computational cost of time
domain simulation, a simple laminate model is used
where: i) the material consists of homogeneous layers, ii) each layer has its own elasticity properties,
and iii) dispersion arises due to the periodical discontinuity of the material properties. It consists of
CFRP layers with 90◦ /0◦ weave, 45◦ /45◦ weave and
epoxy layer. The thicknesses of the layers are given
by random variable functions which reflect the actual
structure of the material. The random variable distribution, describing the CFRP structure, is measured
from a close-up image of the CFRP test object [15].
This links the distribution of the microstructure inside the actual material with the thicknesses of the
layers in the laminate model. It should enable a more
realistic simulated material having dispersion effects
due to discontinuities.

Figure 3: (Colour online) The laminate material
model with layers of stochastic thicknesses and absorbing boundary conditions on bottom and left
boundaries and four fixed degrees of freedom

The model (Fig. 3) includes Lysmer-Kuhlemeyer
absorbing boundary conditions [16] so the wave energy would pass through the simulation region. The
absorbing boundary conditions model more closely
the corresponding physical experiments, conducted on
the corner of a CFRP block. Additionally, the absorbing boundary conditions inhibit the TR-NEWS focusing, since it relies on the internal reflections. Four
degrees of freedom are fixed, the rest are free. The
simulation model includes a contacting delamination
defect in the material near the receiving transducer
(Fig. 4). In the simulation, the transmitting shear
wave transducer can send maximum 50 kPa pulse at
70◦ degree angle.
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14 mm
Tx

Figure 4: Schematic (not to scale) of the simulation
geometry, location of crack, transmitter and receiver
points without the layers

2.2

Signal processing

In the physical experiments, on which the simulation
is based on, the CFRP block (Fig. 1) was studied using TR-NEWS NDT equipment and signal processing
methods [14]. The 2D FEM simulations here reflect
it as closely as possible in terms of transducer placement, frequencies and signal processing. The linear
chirp excitation ranges from 0 to 2 MHz during 30 µs,
followed by 30 µs of silence.
The TR-NEWS signal processing method creates a
TR focusing by using a reciprocial type of TR [17] in
conjunction with linear chirp pulse compression, utilized widely in RADAR and SONAR technology. The
reciprocial TR is a two-pass method where for both
passes the signal is sent from the same source, enabling to use non-contact measurement equipment on
the receiving side. The use of linear chirp as initial
excitation and the pulse compression of signal in TRNEWS results in amplification of the wave energy to a
single focused impulse wave. In this sense, the “Time
Reversal” used here relies on the internal reflections as
virtual transducers for the focusing and describes the
signal processing method, which accounts for them
accordingly, to create the impulse signal focusing. In
the course of the two-pass single TR-NEWS focusing,
the a priori knowledge of the medium geometry is
not needed and the transducer placement can be arbitrary since the signal processing method generates
the impulse focusing without any additional information. However, the complete test configuration must
remain fixed during both transmission passes of the
TR-NEWS procedure.
In short, the TR-NEWS signal processing steps
consist of firstly propagating a linear chirp signal c(t)
and receiving a response y(t). Then the correlation
between sent and received signals Γ is time reversed
and re-propagated from the original source in the
same configuration. The resulting response yT R (t) is
an impulse-signal, which is focused spatio-temporally.

Γs (T − t) =

n
X
i=0

ai Γ(T − t + τi ) =

n
X
i=0

ai Γ(T − t + i∆τ ),

(1)
where ai is the i-th amplitude coefficient and τi the
i-th time delay. In case of uniform time delay the ∆τ
is the time delay between samples. Upon propagating this Γs (t − T ) through the media according to the
last step of TR-NEWS, a delayed and scaled shape of
signal at the focusing point can be created. The delayed TR-NEWS signal processing optimization can
be used for amplitude modulation, signal improvement and sidelobe reduction [14].
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The complete explanation of TR-NEWS steps is available in [14].
PI is an established method for detecting nonlinearities. It has been studied widely and is under constant
development [12] and is used here as a comparison
with delayed TR-NEWS. The procedure used here
involves conducting TR-NEWS measurements with
chirps c(t) of positive and negative signs for amplitude
(or 180◦ phase shift) and comparing the focused signals. Differences between the corresponding received
TR-NEWS focused signals could indicate the presence
of nonlinearities.
Delayed TR-NEWS signal processing is a further
development of the TR-NEWS signal processing,
which considers a single TR-NEWS focused impulse
wave yT R as a new basis which can be used to build
arbitrary wave shapes at the focusing by assuming
linear superposition principle. This is done by timedelaying and superimposing n time-reversed correlation Γ(T − t) signals (Fig. 5 left column)
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Figure 5: Delayed TR-NEWS signal processing steps
starting from the cross-correlation step (left column)
and prediction of linear superposition of waves (right
column): (1) time reversed cross-correlation, (2) delayed and scaled cross-correlation, (3) linear superposition of two cross-correlations which becomes the
new excitation, (4) TR-NEWS focused impulse, (5)
delayed and scaled focusing, (6) linear superposition
of the two impulse peaks.
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It is possible to predict what the delayed TR-NEWS
focusing output would be in a linear material (Fig. 5
right column):
ydT R (t) =
=

X
i

"
X
i

#

linearity

ai Γc (T − t + τi ) ∗ h(t) =======

ai Γc (T − t + τi ) ∗ h(t) =

X
i

ai yT R (t − τi ).
(2)

The purpose of the prediction is twofold. Firstly it
can be used to figure out optimal delay and amplitude parameters ai and τi beforehand for the delayed TR-NEWS experiment, using the original focusing peak yT R . Secondly, it could be possible to
analyse the differences between the measured delayed
TR-NEWS result and its prediction, which acts as a
baseline for comparison. The difference could indicate
the magnitude of nonlinearity, because the prediction
relies on the applicability of linear superposition and
is found to be accurate in experiments with linear material [14].
In this work, delayed TR-NEWS is used to create
an interaction of focused waves under the receiving
transducer. It is proposed that if it happens in a region with a defect or other nonlinearities, then there
will be a difference between the recorded and predicted signals. This difference might be used as a
new indicator for detecting nonlinear effects near the
focusing region [14]. The goal of this work is to test
this idea in simulations.

2.3

The FEM simulation model

The simulation program considers 2D wave propagation in a solid material with linear elasticity. The
nonlinearity comes from an internal defect, a crack
in the computational region (Fig. 4) which can come
into contact with itself. This contact nonlinearity has
asymmetric stiffness and is therefore nonclassically
nonlinear. Since the CFRP is a complex material,
then in this work it is modelled as a laminate with
anisotropic layers arranged in a periodic manner, described in Section 2.1. Because the physical experiment was conducted on the corner of a large CFRP
block, the simulation is also in a semi-infinite quarterspace. The region has two free surfaces for reflection
and two absorbing boundaries for the wave energy to
escape, which should make the TR-NEWS focusing
process more difficult, but realistic.
The constitutive equation of the material itself is
linear (although anisotropic). The linear plane strain
elastodynamics problem is solved
ρüi − σij,j = bi ,

(3)

where ρ is material density, ui is displacement component, σij is stress component and, bi is body force

component [18]. Einstein summation convention is
used and comma in index denotes spatial derivative.
The constitutive equation in the variational formulation is
Z
0=
(σij δεij + ρüi δui ) dxdy−
Ω
Z
Z
bi δui dxdy − ti δui ds (4)
Ω

Γ

where εij is strain and ti is traction component on
boundary. In our case the region Ω is a 2D space and
boundary Γ surrounding it a 1D line. The body forces
are zero in this simulation. Strain is assumed to be
small.
The matrix formulation of the finite element model
with damping is
¨ + C∆
˙ + K∆ = F,
M∆

(5)

where M is mass matrix, K is stiffness matrix, F is external forcing and ∆ is displacement vector [15]. The
damping matrix C contains the Lysmer-Kuhlemeyer
absorbing boundary conditions [16] as a diagonal matrix, allowing to take advantage of the explicit solution scheme.
Equation (5) is solved for each timestep ∆t = 5 ·
10−10 s by explicit central difference scheme


C
M
+
un+1 = Fn −
∆t2
2∆t




C
2M
M
−
K−
un −
un−1 . (6)
2
2
∆t
∆t
2∆t

Each simulation considers a 60 µs time window. This
simulation code was developed in Fortran and Python
using f2py [19] and scipy [20] packages. Full details of
the FEM simulation model are available in [15].
2.3.1

Contact gap treatment

The goal of this work is to verify if delayed TR-NEWS
is able to give information about nonlinear effects in
material. For this, one simple CAN defect is introduced near the surface in the region where the TRNEWS wave is focused (Fig. 4). The crack is straight,
with no preload or initial gap. This results in a simple
localised nonclassical nonlinearity. Coulomb friction
is also applied.
Frictional contact problems can be sensitive to
timestep length and loading path [23]. Therefore an
explicit solution scheme Eq. (6) is used, which enables to keep timestep and applied contacting forces
small [24]. This enables to have a simple contact gap
treatment logic. A more precise solution could be expected from an implicit scheme, but that requires also
further development of the contact gap treatment and
is left for the future. Future refinements could also
include thermoelastic contribution to the constitutive
equation at the frictional contact gap [3].
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Node-to-node contact model is used in FEM analysis [25]. It was chosen because of its simplicity,
since we assume small deformations. Moreover, the
choice of master and slave surfaces is unimportant
for this scheme, unlike the more complex node-tosurface method. Since the defect is horizontal and
fully known in advance, the calculation of normal and
tangential gap between the nodes is simple. If the position of a node on a slave (lower) surface is (nsx , nsy )
m
and on master (higher) (nm
x , ny ), then the normal
contact gap is gN = nsy − nm
y and the tangential gap
(offset) is gT = nsx − nm
x . In case of normal penetration of one surface into another, then gN > 0. If
there is no penetration, then gN ≤ 0. The coefficient
of friction is µ = 0.6. The contact gap treatment has
to satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker conditions on the crack
surface:

gN ≤ 0,

(7)
λN = σ · n ≤ 0,


gN · λN = 0,

where λN is the normal force on crack, σ is stress
and n is the normal vector of the surface. The normal contact conditions are satisfied using the penalty
plus Lagrange multiplier method [26] for the normal
forcing. A simpler penalty method is used to satisfy
Coulomb friction, which is activated from the second
timestep since the beginning of non-slip contact [15]
The contact logic for the node pairs can be summarized by following steps.
• The initial contact forces are zeroed: normal
λN = 0 and tangential λT = 0.
• System in Eq. (6) is solved.
• Vector gap functions are found: gN = nsy − nm
y
and gT = nsx − nm
x .

3

Results

The signal analysis of the time domain simulation results of the damaged and undamaged medium are
compared, describing some analysis measures which
could allow to detect the presence of damage as
nonlinearity. The simulation follows ultrasonic TRNEWS NDT procedures where the transducer data is
available as time-series, measured at some specific location. The signals are low-pass filtered to keep only
the ultrasonic component. Five measurement points
are analysed at various distances from the 1 mm crack
damage and transmitting transducer (Fig. 4). This
simulates an ultrasonic NDT when searching for a
nonlinear defect with both PI and delayed TR-NEWS.
A video of the displacement fields for TR-NEWS
focusing to point 3 in cracked medium is available
at [27]. The simulations were also ran for a range of
defect sizes from 1 mm downwards. The measurement
point 3 was utilized (near the middle of the crack).
These simulations compare the sensitivity of PI and
delayed TR-NEWS in case of smaller crack sizes.

3.1

Figure 6 shows the TR-NEWS focusing in undamaged
CFRP for the receiver positions 1 to 5 (Fig. 4). It is
an ordinary TR-NEWS focusing where at the middle
of the signal (t = 30 µs) is the focusing, surrounded
by the sidelobes. There are two aspects to note about
this figure. Firstly, the sidelobes shift toward the main
focusing and comparatively decrease in amplitude as
the receiving transducer position shifts toward the
transmitting transducer (from position 1 to position
5), indicating lower noise as the signal gets stronger.
Secondly, the sidelobes are symmetrical with respect
to the main lobe. This does not happen in nonlinear (damaged) material. The PI results indicate zero
nonlinearity and are not shown here.

• Normal forcing is updated λN = λN + gN b where
b is some big penalty value and λN ≥ 0.

2.0

• Logic diverges to 3 paths:

Normal and tangential forces are applied if
previous iteration had non-slip contact.
• The normal contact condition is verified by setting the penetration value gP = gN where gN ≥
0. Then the L2 -norm of penetration is evaluated
hgP |gP i < ε where ε is the limiting value for the
error due to contact penetration. If the condition
is not fulfilled, the iteration is repeated, otherwise
new timestep is taken.

pos.
pos.
pos.
pos.
pos.

1.5

No force is applied in case of no contact.

1.0

u2, nm

Only normal force is applied if preceding step
had no contact or had contact with tangential slip.

TR-NEWS with pulse inversion
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Figure 6: (Colour online) Unnormalized TR-NEWS
focusing in simulation of undamaged CFRP
Figure 7 shows the TR-NEWS results of the cracked
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pos.
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pos.
pos.
pos.

1.6
1.4
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u2 , nm

CFRP simulation for the receiving transducer positions 1 to 5 (Fig. 4). Here the PI signal processing shows the nonlinearity as difference between TRNEWS results from initial chirp signals with positive
and negative sign. This nonlinear simulation with 1
mm crack exhibits nonlinearity particularly strongly
in receiving position 3 (near the middle of the defect).
Also, the sidelobes are unsymmetrical with respect to
the main lobe. The comparison between left and right
side of TR-NEWS focusing has been successfully applied since 2006 [5, 28, 29] to localize sources of nonlinearities.
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Figure 8: (Colour online) Nonlinearity magnitudes of
PI signal processing from different measuring locations of 1 mm defect
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2. Comparing the amplitudes of the positions 2 and
4, at far and near side of the crack end respective
to transmitter: the farther position has larger focusing amplitude than the nearer position. Since
the simulation region has two absorbing boundaries, the wave propagation is mostly in one direction, therefore the defect between pos. 2 and 4
must be capturing the wave energy and the TRNEWS signal processing is using that energy as a
new “virtual transducer” for the pos. 2 focusing.
This could be further analysed in future works
from the correlation signal which should indicate
the contribution from additional reflections.
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Figure 7: (Colour online) Normalized TR-NEWS focusing of damaged CFRP simulation with PI applied
to detect nonlinearities as difference between negative
and positive excitations
Figure 8 shows the envelopes of the PI measure of
nonlinearity across the five measuring points. The
nonlinearity magnitude depends on the measuring
point location with respect to the crack: point 3 near
the middle of the crack shows strongest nonlinearity,
points 2 and 4 show less, and points 1 and 5 show the
least.
Figure 9 shows the unnormalized focusing signal for
the damaged medium, which can be compared with
corresponding undamaged result in Fig. 6. The focused signals have some interesting properties:
1. The highest signal amplitude comes from the
receiver position closest to the crack midpoint
(pos. 3), not from the position closest to the
transmitter (pos. 5).

3. Amplitudes from the measurement positions 1
and 5 are “right way” around: the nearer measurement point has larger focusing amplitude
than the farther.
4. Comparing just the TR-NEWS focusing amplitudes of undamaged (Fig. 6) and damaged
(Fig. 9) CFRP, we see that indeed the additional
reflection from the defect aids in amplifying the
focused signal, increasing the focused wave amplitude. This is a known property of the reciprocial TR-NEWS signal processing.
Figure 10 shows a snapshot of the simulation u2
displacement at a time moment t = 32.6 µs, just after
the focusing. The defect in the material is acting as
a source of new excitation after TR-NEWS focusing.
Wave energy is captured between the damage and outside wall of the material and emitted as a wave. This
behaviour is not visible in simulation with undamaged
medium.

3.2

Delayed TR-NEWS analysis

The main point of this work is testing the nonlinearity measure of delayed TR-NEWS in simulation
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at least as strong as the measure calculated from PI
(Fig. 7, pos. 3), so it is now investigated further.
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Figure 9: (Colour online) TR-NEWS focused wave
in different measuring locations of damaged CFRP
defect
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Figure 11: (Colour online) Delayed TR-NEWS nonlinearity measure between predicted and simulated
values from position 3 on 1 mm damage with delayed
peak amplitude ai = 1 and delay value τ = 1 µs
(Eq. (2))

Figure 10: (Colour online) TR-NEWS focusing to
pos. 3 at time t = 32.6 µs, showing displacement
u2 wave emission coming from the damaged region.
Video available at [27]
of CFRP with a CAN type of nonlinearity. Section 2.2 describes the delayed TR-NEWS signal processing method which allows to create arbitrary envelope wave at the focusing (Eq. (1)), instead of the simple peak of the TR-NEWS. Equation (2) shows that
in linear material, the outcome of the delayed TRNEWS process can be predicted. Since the prediction works very well in physical NDT measurements
of linear materials [14], it is now tested in simulation
with the nonlinearity, supposing that the difference
between the simulation result and the linear prediction (Eq. (2)) is due to nonlinear interaction of waves
in the presence of nonlinearities or damage. Figure 11
shows the comparison between the linear superposition prediction and the simulation result of a simple
delayed TR-NEWS process where two focusing peaks
are at superposition with 1 µs time delay. The difference between the prediction and the simulation is
large and obvious, indicating the presence of nonlinearity. This measure of nonlinearity seems to be

Secondly, the effect of the crack size on the strength
of the measured nonlinear effect is analysed. Simulations were ran with PI and delayed TR-NEWS nonlinearity analysis on medium with defect size between
0 and 1 mm. These are sub-wavelength for the used
signal. The spatial focusing region was in the centre
of the defect, in Rx position 3 in Fig. 4. Figure 12
shows the comparison of the envelopes of the nonlinearity measures. It can be seen that the nonlinearity
measure of the delayed TR-NEWS is easily locatable
in the temporal focusing region (near t = 30 µs), conversely the PI nonlinearity is located in the sidelobe
region, potentially making it more difficult to analyse
in applications. The magnitudes of the two nonlinearity measures are comparable. With 1 mm defect, the
delayed TR-NEWS nonlinearity measure has larger
maximum amplitude than PI but in case of smaller
defects the advantage disappears. The PI seems to
work slightly better at smaller defect sizes, but the
delay τ = 1 µs in delayed TR-NEWS could be optimized further. Both methods work well for detecting
sub-wavelength defects at the focusing region in the
damaged material.
The delayed TR-NEWS signal processing could also
be used for activating the contacting gap as the energy pocket. This could be done by creating a new focusing wave envelope which would have the resonant
frequency of the defect, permitting higher amplitude
waves near the damaged region, which would enhance
the extraction of the nonlinear signature. This study
is left for the future.
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0.5

the damage could be modelled either by a collection
of various cracks at various angles or by hysteresis.
Moreover, heating from the frictional forces at the
damage could be in future considered for a more precise simulation model.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the PI and delayed TRNEWS nonlinearity measure envelopes (deformation
u2 difference in nm) depending on the size of the defect (in mm)
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Conclusion

This paper investigated nonlinear NDT by using a
simple FEM simulation model for a crack nonlinearity in CFRP. In the laminate model, the damage is
a simple horizontal contacting crack near the receiving transducer. The signal processing uses TR-NEWS
method for focusing the available wave energy near
the receiving transducer. The magnitude of nonlinearity due to the damage is measured firstly with PI,
secondly with the proposed delayed TR-NEWS signal processing procedure and compared. Both measures have comparable magnitude, with difference being that for PI it is mostly in the sidelobe region, but
in delayed TR-NEWS in the focusing peak region.
The advantage of the delayed TR-NEWS nonlinearity analysis, compared to the established PI method,
is that it only requires three wave transmissions
(chirp transmission, TR-NEWS focusing, delayed TRNEWS focusing), not four like PI. This can be important in applications where the measurement time
needs to be minimized. The disadvantage is that it
requires specifying at least the time delay parameter τ to create an interaction of waves, while in PI
no such parameter needs to be specified. This makes
PI more robust and easy to apply, but delayed TRNEWS more flexible (for example in activating a defect resonance). Neither method requires any a priori
baseline measurement knowledge.
Since the delayed TR-NEWS procedure allows to
generate a wave at the focusing with arbitrary envelope, it could be used in the future to excite the
crack damage by its resonance frequencies, using the
damage as an energy pocket. Other perspectives include a more detailed simulation model for the CFRP
in order to take more of its microstructure geometry
into account to have stronger focusing. Additionally,
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